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Organic nanofibril heterojunction materials have gained increasing research interest 
due to their broad applications in organic semiconductor devices. In order to enhance the 
device performance, we have investigated the structure-property relationship of these 
nanostructures by designing and synthesizing functional building block molecules, self-
assembling the molecules into well-defined nanofibers, fabricating the nanofibers into 
optical and electrical devices, and testing their photoconductivity and sensor properties.  
In Chapter 2, we present a simple approach to fabricate efficient nanofibril 
heterojunctions by interfacial engineering of electron donor (D) coating onto acceptor (A) 
nanofibers. The nanofibers both create a large D/A interface for increased charge 
separation and act as long-range transport pathways for photogenerated charge carriers 
towards the electrodes, and the alkyl groups modified at the A molecules not only enable 
effective surface adsorption of D molecules on the nanofibers for effective electron-transfer 
communication, but also spatially separate the photogenerated charge carriers to prevent 
their recombination.  
In Chapter 3, we further investigated the effect of D molecular structure and coating 
morphology on photoconductivity of organic nanofiber materials. A series of D molecules 
with varying side-chain modifications were synthesized and investigated for the different 
intermolecular arrangements caused by π-π stacking in balance with steric hindrance of 
side-chains.  Different molecular assemblies of D resulted in distinctive phase segregation
iv 
 
between D and A nanofiber, which significantly affects the interfacial  charge separation. 
In Chapter 4, we developed an alternative nanofibril heterojunction structure that is 
composed of D as the nanofiber, onto which a monolayer of A molecule was coated. Due 
to the strong redox (charge transfer) interaction between D and A, the nanofibril junction 
demonstrated high conductivity even without light illumination, which makes this material 
suitable for applications in chemiresistor sensors for detection of amines. 
In Chapter 5, a series of perylene tetracarboxylic monoimides were synthesized through 
a one-step reaction between cycloalkyl amines and the parent perylene dianhydride. The 
selection of appropriate reaction medium is the most critical for achieving the high purity 
of product. This approach opens up a new way for large scale production of the 
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1.1 Organic semiconductor materials in optoelectronic applications  
Organic semiconductor materials have attracted numerous attention for their 
applications in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1–4], organic field effect transistors 
(OFETs) [5–10], organic solar cells (OSCs) [11–13], and sensors [14–16] due to their 
unique properties, such as low-cost solution fabrication combined with a flexible, 
lightweight, and adjustable energy level [17–20].  
Since the discovery of the first conductive polymer material in 1977, numerous π-
conjugated conductive materials have been developed [21–23]. Based on their majority 
charge carrier type, organic semiconductor materials can be classified as p-type (hole as 
the majority carrier) or n-type (electron as the majority carrier) materials (Figure 1.1).  
For p-type semiconductor materials, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
is correlated to the ionization potential (IP) or the ability to donate an electron, therefore 
creating holes as the charge carriers. Pentacene (1) has an extraordinary high hole mobility 
up to 5 cm2V-1s-1, which is one of the best hole transport materials [24]. However, the air-
stability is not good enough due to the high lying HOMO energy level, which causes an air 
oxidation problem. By substituting the phenyl group in pentacene with the thiophene 




high degree of conjugation, and a high degree of rigidity, which combined lead to air-
stable, enhanced π-π interaction, efficient charge transport, and a charge mobility of 0.045 
cm2V-1s-1 [25]. In order to enhance the charge mobility, 2,6-diphenyl-thieno[3,2-
b]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]-thieno[2,3-d]thiophene (3), a derivative of oligothienoacenes, was 
synthesized with an improved mobility value of 0.14 cm2V-1s-1 [26]. By incorporating both 
phenyl ring and thiophene into a fused system, dibenzo[d,d’]thieno[3,2-b:4,5-b’]-
dithiophene (4) can achieve an even higher mobility value (0.51 cm2V-1s-1) [27]. 
Takimiya’s group found that [1]-benzothieno[3,2-b][1]-benzothiophene is a promising 
structure to achieve good device performance. The phenyl substituted (5) [28] and alkyl 
substituted (6) [29] molecules can achieve high mobility levels of 2.0 cm2V-1s-1 and 2.75 
cm2V-1s-1, respectively. Further expansion of the π-conjugated framework, dinaphtho[2,3-
b:20,30-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (7) has an even higher mobility level (2.9 cm2V-1s-1), 
close to the record level of pentacene [30]. 
Contrast to the well-developed p-type semiconductor materials, the research of n-type 
material is relatively unexplored due its poor ambient stability and low electrical 
performance. In n-type semiconductor material, the major charge carrier is the electron. 
However, either H2O or O2, which commonly exist in the ambient condition, can trap the 
electrons in the material [31]. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of 
n-type material is correlated to the electron affinity (EA) or the ability to accept an electron 
to act as a charge carrier, which can be used to predict the air stability of n-type 
semiconductor material.  
Perfluorinated copper phthalocyanine (8) is one of the most investigated materials for 




carrier mobility (0.03 cm2V-1s-1) is too low for application [32]. Oligo-polythiophenes have 
been widely used in fabrication of organic semiconductor devices due to their chemical 
stability and synthetic accessibility [33]. Thiophene derivatives (9 and 10) have shown 
good n-type semiconducting properties [31]. Recently, Bao’s group used a solution 
processing method to grow large arrays of aligned C60 (11) single crystals, which can 
achieve the highest mobility (12 cm2V-1s-1) for n-type semiconductors [34]. 
Aryl diimide material is another type of molecular structure having the n-type charge 
transport property [35]. Vapor deposited naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide (NDI, 12) 
film shows an exceptionally high mobility of 6 cm2V-1s-1, which is one of the best values 
reported for organic semiconducting thin films [36]. Perylene tetracarboxylic diimide 
(PTCDI, 13), as an extended conjugation system of NDI, can have a mobility up to 2.1 
cm2V-1s-1 in the crystalline phase; this high mobility is due to the intermolecular π-π 
interaction with a minimum interplanar spacing of 3.40 Å [37]. A solution-processable 
PTCDI derivative (14) was reported with a slightly lower mobility (1.3 cm2V-1s-1) [38].  
 
1.2 One-dimensional self-assembly nanostructures and materials  
1.2.1 Influence of molecular packing on semiconductor properties 
While the molecule structure of organic semiconductor materials can determine their 
HOMO and LUMO energy level (Table 1.1), the morphology control of molecular 
assembly may strongly affect the charge mobility in organic semiconductor materials [39]. 
This effect becomes even stronger in small molecule semiconductor materials [40]. The 
disordered nature of organic semiconductor materials causes the transport of carriers to 




mechanism leads to the formation of localized electronic states, resulting in low charge 
mobility [19, 41–42]. The charge mobility of organic semiconductor materials are in the 
order of 100–10-8 cm2V-1s-1 [43–46]. π-Conjugated molecular material represents one of 
the best performance organic semiconductors due to its excellent charge carrier mobility 
resulting from the large scale intermolecular π-π interactions [47]. 
For small molecule semiconductor materials, it is generally believed that grain 
boundaries will impede charge transport. Thus most of the research effort has been devoted 
to fabricate materials with large grain size [40, 48]. Under this background, single crystal 
material is one of most important candidates for organic field effect transistors due to its 
large grain size and high crystallinity. However, even within the single-crystalline organic 
material, the conductivity still varies significantly due to the different packing patterns. 
There are four orders of magnitude difference of mobility between the two-dimensional 
ordered brick-work packing of (triethylsilyl) ethynyl-substituted anthradithiophene (1 
cm2V-1s-1) and the one-dimensional ordered slipped packing (Figure 1.2) of 
(triisopropylsilyl)ethynyl substituted anthradithiophene (10-4 cm2V-1s-1). The less ordered 
herringbone packing mode material even does not have measurable field-effect behavior 
[49]. Combined with other similar results from tetracene [50, 51] and oligothiophenes [52], 
it is reasonable to expect that the cofacial stacking pattern will maximize the π-π orbital 
overlap and enhance the charge mobility [40]. However, the majority of π-conjugated 
molecules tend to assemble in an edge-to-face fashion in the crystalline state [47]. It is 






1.2.2 One-dimensional self-assembly nanostructure fabrication methods 
One-dimensional nanostructure (e.g., nanofiber) is an ideal nanomaterial candidate for 
investigating the structure-property relationship and elucidating the exciton diffusion and 
charge transport mechanism in nanoscale domain [53]. Due to the cofacial stacking pattern 
and high crystallinity in the material, nanofiber has enhanced charge transport properties 
compared with polycrystalline and amorphous 2D thin films. Substantial research has been 
done to fabricate inorganic one-dimensional nanostructures for enhanced device 
performance [54–58]. Compared with the inorganic counterparts, organic nanofibers have 
been less thoroughly studied [59]. Due to the difference in intermolecular interactions 
between the inorganic material (covalent bonding) and organic material (noncovalent 
bonding), different methods, such as molecular self-assembly, have been developed and 
used for fabrication of organic nanofiber structures. 
 
1.2.2.1 Template method 
The template method can be divided into two categories, hard template and soft 
template, based on the template material used during the processing. The hard template 
refers to inorganic material, such as mesoporous silica [60], particle track-etched 
membranes [61], and anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) [62]. The hard template material has 
a good control for the diameter and length of the nanofiber, and the density of the nanofiber 
arrays can be controlled by the pore-density in the template. However, the removal of the 
template normally requires strong acidic or basic etching, which often causes damage to 
the assembled nanomaterials. 




mild method for fabricating nanofibers. Block-copolymer and surfactant are commonly 
used as the soft template, which can self-assemble into nanoscale phase-separated domains 
by tuning the polymer composition and molecular structure [63, 64]. The template is 
afterwards removed through the solvent dissolution method. However, it is difficult to 
completely remove the template material through this method, and the template residues 
may increase the contact resistance [64, 65].  
 
1.2.2.2 Physical vapor deposition 
The physical vapor deposition method has been widely used for the fabrication of 
single-crystal small molecule materials [66]. This method can also be used to fabricate 
nanofiber material with high crystallinity [67–71]. However, only limited types of 
molecules have the ability to self-assemble into nanofiber structure by the physical vapor 
deposition method. The high temperature employed during this process often cause thermal 
destruction of the organic materials. 
 
1.2.2.3 Solvent self-assembly method  
Molecular self-assembly is an effective way to construct one-dimensional 
nanostructure through noncovalent intermolecular interaction, such as π-π interaction, 
dipole-dipole interaction, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interaction. There are 
several advantages associated with this self-assembly method: (1) facile processing 
condition, (2) efficient and repeatable synthesis, and (3) easy morphology and composition 
control through molecule structure modification. Owing to these advantages, numerous 




a wide range of optoelectronic devices, including OFETs [72, 73], OSCs [74], 
photodetectors [75, 76], and sensors [77, 78].  Unlimited molecular structure modification 
of the nanofibers provides an enormous option for the property and function improvement 
of these devices. 
The self-assembly process can be performed either in bulk liquid phase or liquid/solid 
interface. For π-conjugated system, the driving force of one-dimensional self-assembling 
is mainly attributed to the intermolecular π-π interaction, in association with the 
hydrophobic (van der Waals) interaction between alkyl chains attached to the molecule 
core. Through cooperative optimization of these two interactions, well-defined organic 
nanofibers can be formed along the columnar π-π stacking direction [59]. 
The rapid solution dispersion method has been widely used for growing nanofibers in 
bulk liquid phase [79]. In this method, a small volume of concentrated solution of the 
molecules in a “good” solvent is injected into a “poor” solvent, where the sharp decrease 
in solubility results in rapid aggregation of the molecules, thus producing a large amount 
of nucleus sites in a very short time period. This rapid dilution and nucleation process 
prevent the formation of bulk crystal of the molecules, rather conducive to the growth of 
individual nanostructures, here specifically the nanofibers. The strong intermolecular π-π 
interaction facilitates the one-dimensional growth of the small nucleus along the π-π 
stacking direction [80]. Besides rapid solution dispersion, phase transfer, vapor diffusion, 
and seeded growth, sol-gel processing methods have also been used for nanofiber 
fabrication, depending on the structure of the building block molecule and the strength of 
the intermolecular interaction [59]. 




interface, leading to the formation of well-defined nanofiber structures [81]. The annealing 
process is normally performed in a closed chamber saturated with solvent vapor. 
Depending on the molecular interaction and surface property, a solvent is chosen with 
appropriate polarity and solubility for the molecule, which allows for sufficient mobility 
for the molecules to transport on the surface of the substrate.  
 
1.2.3 Applications of one-dimensional self-assembly materials 
The cofacial molecular stacking pattern in the nanofiber structure leads to one-
dimensional confinement and enhancement of exciton diffusion and charge transport. 
These unique optical and electrical properties render the wide applications of nanofiber 
materials in optoelectronic devices, including photodetectors [82–84], sensors [77, 85–92], 
OLED [93, 94], OFET [72, 73], photovoltaics [95, 96], and nanophotonics [97, 98]. Herein 
we will refine our discussion mainly on the applications in photodetectors, optical sensors, 
and electrical sensors, which are more relevant to my thesis research. 
 
1.2.3.1 Photodetectors 
One-dimensional photoconductive materials are used to fabricate photodetector 
devices. The conductivity of photoconductive material can be enhanced under light 
illumination. Photoconductive nanomaterials serve as an important platform for 
investigating the photo-electrical process, such as charge generation and charge transport.  
Several materials have been used to fabricate photodetectors. By using anodic 
aluminum oxide (AAO) as a template, poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-




photoconductivity of a single nanowire was measured by a near-field scanning optical 
microscope. The measured photoresponsivity of a single nanofiber was 0.4 mA/W, which 
is comparable to the value of inorganic nanowires [82]. Nanowires of copper (II) 
hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) have been fabricated through physical vapor 
deposition and used as photoswitches and phototransistors. The photoconductivity gain 
achieved can be as high as 105 under Vgs = -6 V [83]. 
Recently, Samorì’s group used solution processing to fabricate organic phototransistors 
based on PTCDI molecules. The photoresponsivity of these materials was found to be 
correlated to the channel length and device geometry. The highest photoresponsivity value 
of 4.08 × 105 A/W was achieved on a multifiber-based device [84]. 
 
1.2.3.2  Optical sensors 
Due to their large surface area, nanofibers have been widely used in sensor devices, 
especially for chemical vapor detection. Based on the different signal modulation 
employed in the experiments, the sensor systems can be categorized into optical mode or 
electrical mode.  
In the optical mode, the intermolecular π-π stacking along the long axis of the nanofiber 
leads to enhanced exciton migration, which enables the amplified fluorescence quenching 
as shown in Figure 1.3. When a quenching molecule (e.g., the target analyte) is absorbed 
on the nanofiber surface, any exciton generated within the diffusion length can be quenched 
by the quenching molecule. Based on this mechanism, Zang’s group has developed a series 
of sensor molecules and fabricated them into nanofibers for detection of nitro-based 




The well-defined fluorescence nanofibril sensory material was fabricated from N-(1-
hexylheptyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxyl-3,4-anhydride-9,10-imide with high 
sensitivity, selectivity, and photostability [85]. This molecule possesses a good balance 
between the molecular stacking and the fluorescence yield (15%) of the materials thus 
assembled. The former prefers a molecular structure with minimal steric hindrance (usually 
referring to a small or linear side chain), while the latter favors bulky, branched side chains 
that may distort the π-π stacking to afford increased fluorescence (by enhancing the low-
energy excitonic transition) for the molecular assembly [79, 80, 99]. After deposition onto 
the substrate, the entangled nanofibers form a meshlike, highly porous film, which enables 
expedient diffusion of gaseous analyte molecules within the thin matrix. The combination 
of strong fluorescence and large surface area enables development of a fluorescence sensor 
for detecting reductive volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as organic amines, 
through a photoinduced electron transfer process-based fluorescence quenching (Figure 
1.4) [85]. The driving force for the photoinduced electron transfer process is the energy 
difference between the HOMO of aniline and the HOMO of PTCDI. Upon exposure to the 
saturated vapor of aniline (880 ppm), the fluorescence of the nanofibril film can be 
quenched completely. The detection limit for this sensor material can be projected as low 
as 200 ppt. The sensitivity of the nanofibril film was largely enhanced by decreasing the 
size of the nanofibers. The enhanced fluorescence sensing is mainly due to the increased 
surface area and the enhanced exciton diffusion along the long axis of nanofiber. With an 
optimized loading of nanofibril material, the detection limit is projected as low as 5 ppt 
[86]. 




fabricate from AEMs (arylene ethynylene macrocycles). AEM molecules demonstrate 
strong electron-donating ability, which enables effective sensing of oxidative reagents 
(such as trinitrotoluene (TNT)) through electron-transfer-based fluorescence quenching. 
Upon deposition onto a suitable substrate, the AEM nanofibers form porous film structure 
not only provides increased surface area for enhanced adsorption of gaseous molecules, 
but also enables expedient diffusion of guest molecules across the film matrix. The 
detection limit for TNT was projected as low as 10 ppt for the AEM-based fluorescence 
sensor material [87]. The AEM-based material can also be used as fluorescence sensor for 
2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (DMNB) at very low vapor pressure [88]. Recently, a 
selective detection of trace amounts of TNT was achieved using AEM-based nanoporous 
fibers. The slow diffusion and strong encapsulation of TNT molecules within the nanopores 
result in a further fluorescence quenching of the material after removal from the TNT vapor 
source. Under the same testing conditions, other common nitroaromatic explosives and 
oxidizing reagents did not demonstrate this postexposure fluorescence quenching; rather, 
a recovery of fluorescence was observed [77].  
Besides AEMs, a new type of carbazole trimer molecules has also been fabricated into 
nanofibers and used for trace vapor detection of explosives [89]. These nanofibers 
demonstrated efficient, fast fluorescent sensing not only for nitroaromatic explosives (e.g., 
TNT, 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (DNT)), but also for nitroaliphatic explosives (e.g., 
nitromethane), which remain difficult to detect due to their high volatility and low vapor 






1.2.3.3 Electrical sensor 
One-dimensional organic nanostructures assembled via π-π interactions present 
promising candidates for highly conductive materials. The enhanced charge carrier 
mobility is usually maximized along the direction of cofacial stacking of the molecules 
through the delocalization of π electrons [90, 100, 101]. The combination of the long range 
charge transport channels and the large surface area resulting from the mesh-like network 
structures enables effective vapor sensing properties for nanofibers material.  
When n-type PTCDI nanofiber is exposed to the vapor of hydrazine (a strong electron 
donor), the efficient intermolecular electron transfer between PTCDI and hydrazine leads 
to the formation of the anionic radical of PTCDI. The π-electron delocalization along the 
long axis of molecular stacking has been observed by electron spin resonance spectroscopy. 
The increased charge carrier density of PTCDI nanofiber along with the ordered one-
dimensional π-electron delocalization leads to enhanced conductivity. The enhanced 
conductivity in this case can reach 1.0 × 10-3 S/m, which is much higher than that obtained 
for polymer nanowires. The electrical current can increase by more than three orders of 
magnitude upon exposure to hydrazine vapor, which makes PTCDI nanofibers promising 
sensor materials for hydrazine and other amines [90, 91].    
For p-type AEM nanofibers, the hole is the major charge carrier. Under light 
illumination the AEM molecule can donate an electron to the absorbed oxygen molecule, 
leading to an increase in hole density within the nanofiber. Such increase in electrical 
conductivity under light is referred as photoconductivity. Organic amines have stronger 
electron donating ability than AEM molecules. When AEM nanofiber is exposed to amine 




(i.e., a process similar to the hole depletion in semiconductor materials), thereby resulting 
in a decrease in electrical conductivity. This decreased conductivity can be used as a sensor 
signal for vapor detection of amines [92].  
 
1.3 Photoconductive mechanism 
Photoconductive effect refers to the phenomena that electrical conductivity is enhanced 
under light illumination. Photoconductive effect has been explored and studied for organic 
semiconductor materials, aiming to investigate the fundamental mechanism and process of 
photoinduced charge generation. Many optoelectronic devices, such as photodetectors, 
have been fabricated from organic materials based on the photoconductive effect. The 
mechanism of photoconductivity can be described as two subsequent processes: charge 
generation and charge transport, as illustrated in Figure 1.5 [19].  
 
1.3.1 Charge-generation process 
For the charge generation process, it includes three rapid, interrelated steps: absorption 
of a photon leading to the formation of bound electron-hole pairs (excitons), excitons 
diffusion to the donor/acceptor (D/A) interface, and dissociation into free charges at the 
interface [20]. Because organic semiconductor materials usually have a very large 
absorption coefficient, they can absorb most incident photons even with very thin film 
(<100 nm) [102]. After absorbing the light, the photoexcitation of organic semiconductor 
material leads to the formation of excitons rather than free charge carriers due to its much 
lower dielectric constant compared with the inorganic counterparts [103]. It has been 




conjugated polymers material [104]. The efficient dissociation of excitons can only occur 
at the D/A interface, where strong local electrical fields are formed due to the abrupt 
changes of the potential energy [19]. Thus, the separation distance between the donor and 
acceptor should be at the range of the exciton diffusion length (10–20 nm) to ensure the 
exciton diffusion to the interface within its lifetime [105]. Otherwise, the excitons will 
decay through radiative or nonradiative ways before reaching the interface. For the 
fabrication of efficient photodetectors, it is necessary to improve the efficiency of charge 
generation processes by controlling the distance between the D/A interfaces [20]. 
    
1.3.2 Charge-transport process 
Once generated in the photoexcitation process, the free charges (both electron and hole) 
must transport to the electrodes to finish the whole function cycle of a device (e.g., 
photodetector, photoconductive sensors). Organic semiconductors have much weaker 
intermolecular interactions than the inorganic semiconductors and thus possess more 
localized charge carriers and lower carrier mobility [106]. The low charge carrier mobility 
of organic semiconductors also result from the nature of the disordered molecular packing 
mode, which enforces the carriers transport through the hopping mechanism rather than the 
bandlike transport [42]. For example, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), one of the 
commonly used conjugated polymer materials in organic solar cells, has a hole mobility 
value of only 0.1–0.5 cm2V-1s-1, which is more than three orders of magnitude lower than 
the value of crystalline silicon (475 cm2V-1s-1) [42, 107]. In order to improve the 
photoconductivity of organic semiconductors, it is essential to develop a material that has 




In general, the efficiency of organic photoconductive devices (like photodetectors and 
solar cells) is significantly lower than their inorganic counterparts. For example, typical 
organic solar cells have photoconversion efficiency around 10%, which is still much lower 
than efficiency obtained for the inorganic solar cells fabricated from silicon, cadmium 
telluride (CdTe), and copper indium gallium (di) selenide (CIGS) [108]. Both charge 
generation and charge transport processes play important roles in determining the 
photoconversion efficiency [109]. It is imperative to improve the efficiency of both the two 
processes cooperatively in order to improve the photoconductivity of organic materials. 
 
1.4 One-dimensional heterojunction 
Heterojunctions are structures where two different (typically n-type and p-type) 
semiconductor materials are interfaced together. Heterojunctions often possess different 
electronic properties that are not available within homojunction structures [110]. The 
dielectric constant for most organic semiconductor materials is in the range of 3.5–5.5, 
which are much smaller than the values of silicon (11.9) [19]. The low dielectric constant 
is not conducive to the charge separation of the photogenerated excitons. To this end, 
introduction of D/A interface becomes critical for achieving high efficiency of charge 
separation and eventually improving the device performance.  
One-dimensional heterojunction structure (e.g., composite of n-type and p-type 
nanofibers) has a large interface area to facilitate charge generation while still maintaining 
single-crystalline structure (i.e., organized molecular packing) to assure efficient charge 
transport pathway along the long axis. Combination of these unique features makes 




optoelectronic devices [20].  
 
1.4.1 Inorganic one-dimensional heterojunction 
One-dimensional inorganic heterojunction structure has been well studied for its 
applications in OLEDs [111], OFETs [112], and OSCs [113–115]. In 2007, Lieber’s group 
reported the p-type/intrinsic/n-type coaxial silicon nanowire solar cells, with a power 
conversion efficiency of 3.4% and maximal power output of up to 200 pW per nanowire 
device [113]. Yang’s group fabricated polythiophene grafted ZnO heterojunction 
nanowires, which provide an effective platform to study the photo-electrical process [114].   
 
1.4.2 Organic one-dimensional heterojunction 
Compared with the inorganic counterpart, organic nanofibril heterojunction has been 
much less explored, mainly due to the challenge of formation of good contact between 
donor and acceptor materials [116]. Unlike traditional inorganic heterojunction materials 
that can be fabricated with hard template or reactive ion etching techniques, organic 
materials are usually fragile and cannot be processed under these harsh conditions [117–
119]. To overcome these technical hurdles, physical vapor transport and solvent self-
assembly have been widely used in fabricating organic nanofibril heterojunctions. 
 
1.4.2.1  Physical vapor transport method 
By using physical vapor transport (PVT) techniques, copper phthalocyanine (CuPc, as 
donor) and copper hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc, acceptor) single crystalline 




due to mismatch between the energy levels of donor and acceptor, the photoconversion 
efficiency of this single nanowire device is only 0.007% [120]. In order to improve the 
efficiency of this type of heterojunction, the energy levels were modified by using CuPc 
and 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-porphyrin (H2TPyP) instead. When fabricated into a 
nanofiber p-n junction, a single fiber device demonstrated an improved photoconversion 
efficiency with 0.08% [116].  
  
1.4.2.2 Solvent self-assembly method 
Compared with the PVT method, molecular self-assembly in solution is a more mild 
and adaptable method for fabricating one-dimensional heterojunctions [59, 121, 122]. The 
material can be categorized as n-type or p-type based on the self-assembly moiety.  
For p-type materials, hexabenzocoronene (HBC) represents as a good electron-
donating π-conjugated molecule, which can self-assemble into nanotube structure to be 
suited for hole-transport properties. Aida’s group has synthesized a HBC molecule 
appended with trinitrofluorenone as side chains (Figure 1.7). This molecule was found to 
self-assemble into a one-dimensional heterojunction structure in the morphology of a 
nanotube, which demonstrated a highly efficient photoconductive response with a more 
than 104 on/off ratio [110, 123–126]. Furthermore, in a 2009 paper, the author attached 
C60 moiety to the HBC molecule to approach ambipolar transistor properties [124]. 
Besides HBC building-blocks, the author also synthesized porphyrin derivatives and 
fabricated them into photoconductive nanofibers with amipolar charge-carrier mobility 
[127, 128].  




for molecular self-assembly, aiming to produce heterojunction nanostructures. Matile’s 
group used NDI molecules to fabricate heterojunction nanostructures on surface [129, 130]. 
Parquette’s group synthesized a bolaamphiphile molecule containing  tetraphenylporphyrin 
(TPP) and NDI parts and self-assembled the molecule into a nanotubular heterojunction 
structure (Figure 1.8) [131]. Samori’s group synthesized a molecule combining HBC with 
perylene monoimide (PMI), which is linked by the ethinylene group. The self-assembled 
heterojunction structure from this new molecule showed balanced ambipolar transistor 
behavior (Figure 1.9) [132], Photoconductivity of these materials was studied by Kelvin 
probe force microscopy (KPFM) [133].   
PTCDI molecules have also widely been used as building-blocks to fabricate one-
dimensional heterojunction nanostructures. Hydrogen-bonded oligo(p-phenylene 
vinylene)s (OPVs) and PTCDI parts can coassemble into nanosupercoils, which exhibit 
photoinduced electron transfer on subpicosecond time scale [134]. Spiro-substituted 
PTCDI molecule can self-assembled into ultralong nanowires with an aspect ratio as high 
as 9200 [135]. Recently, Zang’s group has fabricated well-defined ultrathin nanoribbons 
from an amphiphilic electron donor-acceptor supramolecule based on PTCDI (Figure 1.10) 
[136]. These nanoribbons demonstrate high photoconductivity and sensing efficiency for 
vapor detection of nitro-based explosives. However, these one-dimensional heterojunction 
structures were fabricated from the covalently linked D-A moieties, which require 
complicated molecular design and synthesis. Moreover, the complicated molecular 
structure and more flexible configuration make the self-assembly process more challenging 
regarding production of well-defined nanostructures with optimized intermolecular 




1.5 Motivation and objectives  
One-dimensional organic nanostructures assembled via - interactions have been 
proven to be a promising candidate for highly photoconductive materials due to their 
enhanced charge carrier mobility along the - stacking [100, 137–140]. However, only a 
few examples of photoconductive one-dimensional nanostructures have thus far been 
reported [11, 14, 123, 141–143], and most of the reported structures are focused on the 
covalently linked D-A molecules [11, 14, 123, 141]. Obvious disadvantages of these 
systems include complicated molecular design and synthesis and challenges in 
optimization of the intermolecular assembly so as to avoid charge carrier recombination, 
which make these materials impractical in large-scale applications. Therefore, it is highly 
demanded to develop simple and flexible methods to fabricate photoconductive organic 
materials. 
PTCDI (n-type) and arylene ethynylene macrocycle (AEM, p-type) are two 
representative building-blocks for fabricating one-dimensional nanostructures due to their 
strong intermolecular π-π interaction and rigid planar molecule geometry (Figure 1.11). 
PTCDI has attracted great interest not only for its thermal and photochemical stability 
[144], but also for its extraordinary optoelectronic properties [99, 145]. Due to its strong 
absorption coefficient (>7 × 104 M-1cm-1) in the visible range and singlet fission phenomena 
observed in the solid state [146], PTCDI has been extensively studied and applied in 
organic photovoltaics. Shape-persistent AEMs can self-assemble into nanotubular 
structures; these tubular structures can detect chemical vapor with a very low detection 
limit [77, 147]. Taking on these unique features of PTCDI and AEM, we were motivated 




are expected to yield enhanced conductivity when coated with electron donor (or acceptor) 
molecules on the surface.   
The goal of this research is to investigate the structure-property relationship of D/A 
heterojunction nanomaterials by designing and synthesizing functional building block 
molecules, self-assembling the molecules into well-defined nanofibers, fabricating the 
nanofibers into optical and electrical devices, and testing their photoconductivity and 
sensor properties. The primary objectives of this research are to address the central 
problems in the field of organic electronics by investigating 
(1) A new facile and efficient approach to fabricate nanofibril heterojunction 
through interfacial engineering, 
(2) The effect of donor molecular structure and morphology on photoconductivity 
of nanofibril heterojunction, 
(3) The design of an alternative nanofibril heterojunction through surface coating 
to achieve high dark conductivity and application in the VOC sensor, 
(4) A new synthetic method for large scale production of the monoimides of 
PTCDI, which are the precursor for making a variety of perylene based building 
block molecules.  
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Figure 1.6 Copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and copper hexadecafluorophthalocyanine 































Figure 1.8 Tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) and NDI based nanofibril heterojunction (adapted 












Figure 1.9 HBC part and perylene monoimide (PMI) based nanofibril heterojunction 
































































1 -2.9 -5 2.1 5 8 -4.8 -6.3 1.5 0.03
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CHAPTER 2 
 
INTERFACIAL ENGINEERING OF ORGANIC NANOFIBRIL HETEROJUNCTIONS 
INTO HIGHLY PHOTOCONDUCTIVE MATERIALS 
 
2.1 Abstract 
Photoconductive organic materials have gained increasing interest in various 
optoelectronics, such as sensors, photodetectors, and photovoltaics. However, the 
availability of such materials is very limited due to their intrinsic low charge carrier density 
and mobility. Here, we present a simple approach based on nanofibril heterojunction to 
achieve high photoconductivity with fast photoresponse (i.e., interfacial engineering of 
electron donor (D) coating onto acceptor (A) nanofibers via optimization of hydrophobic 
interaction between long alkyl side-chains). Such nanofibril heterojunctions possess two 
prominent features that are critical for efficient photocurrent generation: the nanofibers 
both create large D/A interface for increased charge separation and act as long-range 
transport pathways for photogenerated charge carriers towards the electrodes, and the alkyl 
groups employed not only enable effective surface adsorption of D molecules on the 
nanofibers for effective electron-transfer communication, but also spatially separate the 
photogenerated charge carriers to prevent their recombination. The reported approach 






Photoconductive organic materials have attracted increasing interest due to their 
potential applications in photodetectors [1–4], sensors [5–7], and photovoltaics [8–10]. 
However, the available organic materials are very limited due to their intrinsic low charge 
carrier density and mobility. Although bulk heterojunctions of electron donors (D) and 
acceptors (A) allow for generation of photocurrent, the formation of charge-transfer 
complex and the lack of long-range charge transport pathway result in loss of the 
photogenerated charge carriers through recombination [3, 11]. One-dimensional organic 
nanostructures assembled via - interactions present promising candidates for highly 
photoconductive materials due to their enhanced charge carrier mobility [12–16]. 
However, only a few examples of photoconductive one-dimensional nanostructures have 
been reported [3, 8, 17–20], and most of them are focused on the covalently linked D-A 
molecules [3, 8, 17, 18]. Obvious disadvantages of these systems include complicated 
molecular design and synthesis and challenges in optimization of the intermolecular 
assembly so as to avoid charge carrier recombination, making them impractical in large-
scale applications. Therefore, it is highly demanded to develop simple and general methods 
to fabricate photoconductive organic materials.  
Here, we present a simple approach based on nanofibril heterojunctions (Figure 2.1) to 
achieve high photoconductivity and fast photoresponse with a large on/off ratio above 104 
for organic semiconductor materials (i.e., interfacial engineering of D molecule coating 
onto A nanofibers via optimization of the hydrophobic interaction between long alkyl side-
chains). We find that the hydrophobic interaction between alkyl side-chains enables 




can be further strengthened by increasing the numbers of alkyl chains in D molecules. The 
resulting interface via alkyl interdigitattion was demonstrated to be capable of tuning both 
the photoinduced electron transfer from D to A and the charge recombination, thus 
providing optimization of the photoconductive performance of the nanofibril 
heterojunctions thus fabricated.  We anticipate that this simple approach to fabrication of 
highly photoconductive organic materials will lead to more options for the new materials 
design and performance improvement and optimization. 
 
2.3 Results and discussion 
2.3.1 Fabrication of nanofibril heterojunctions 
Figure 2.2 shows the nanofibers assembled from A-1 molecules (Figure 2.1) using a 
previously reported method [21, 22]. These nanofibers are several microns long and tens 
of nanometers wide. Such thin nanofibers possess a large surface area allowing for surface 
adsorption of D molecules to produce wide D/A interface, which in turn leads to efficient 
dissociation of excitons into separated charge carriers through interfacial electron transfer 
as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Because the strong - stacking interaction between the A 
molecules (the perylene planes) results in effective -electron delocalization (i.e., enhanced 
electron migration along the long axis of nanofiber [5, 11–13]), the separated charge 
carriers can be collected at two electrodes upon application of an electrical bias. 
With the nanofiber as an efficient charge conduit, the next critical criterion for 
achieving high photocurrent with the fibril heterojunctions is to prevent the back electron 
transfer (i.e., the charge recombination between the photogenerated electron and hole), 




materials (e.g., C60/polymers [10]). To this end, we designed and synthesized D-1 
molecule (Figure 2.1), which possesses three long alkyl chains and is expected to strongly 
bind to the surface of nanofibers that are self-assembled from the A molecules (e.g., A-1) 
with similar linear alkyl side-chains. Meanwhile, the space separation caused by the 
interdigitated alkyl chains would inhibit the charge recombination between the 
photogenerated anionic and cationic radicals. The nanofibril heterojunctions were 
fabricated simply by drop-casting an ethanol solution of D-1 onto the A-1 nanofibers 
deposited on silica substrate. Interestingly, as evidenced by SEM and AFM images (Figure 
2.2), most D-1 molecules were bound to the nanofibers upon vaporization of the solvent, 
and no apparent D-1 materials similar to the film morphology formed by direct drop-
casting of the ethanol solution of D-1 onto the same substrate (Figure 2.3) were observed 
between the nanofibers.  A close examination of AFM images clearly shows D-1 molecules 
were mostly adsorbed on the surface of A-1 nanofibers (Figure 2.2). The spontaneous 
adsorption and concentration of D-1 molecules onto A-1 nanofibers is likely driven by the 
hydrophobic interaction between the alkyl side-chains as mentioned above. In comparison, 
the highly hydrophilic surface of silica is not favored for strong binding with the D-1 
molecules. Indeed, drop-casting of the same D-1 solution onto silica led to formation of 
broken films consisting of thin flakes and particulate aggregates (Figure 2.3), mainly 
caused by the surface dewetting.  The observed one-step coating of D over A 
nanostructured materials provides a simple, clean method for construction of large area 
D/A heterojunctions with a wide interface. 
Apparently, the nanofibril heterojunctions thus fabricated prevent the formation of 




interference of D molecules, and the fibril materials are robust against the drop-casting 
solvent (i.e., A-1 molecules are insoluble in ethanol).  In contrast, formation of D-A charge-
transfer complex is usually difficult to avoid in bulk heterojunction materials [23–25], 
where the intracomplex charge recombination dominates the loss of charge carriers.  The 
nanofibril heterojunction system as presented in Figure 2.1 also demonstrates practical 
advantages in comparison to the materials fabricated from covalently linked D-A 
molecules, which often require a much more complicated molecular design and synthesis 
and thus offer limited choices for the structural optimization of  D and A molecules. 
 
2.3.2 Photoconductivity of the nanofibril heterojunctions 
As shown in Figure 2.4, high photoconductivity was observed for the nanofibril 
heterojunctions as presented in Figure 2.2, whereas negligible photocurrent was measured 
for the pristine A-1 nanofibers or pure D-1 film (Figure 2.5). The photocurrent also 
increased with the amount of D-1 added at the initial stage until a saturated region is 
reached at a molecular molar ratio of A-1 to D-1 of about 2.  At this molar composition, 
the nanofibril heterojunction demonstrated a photocurrent on/off ratio above 104 when 
measured on a micro-electrode pair (90 m wide and 5 m gap) under a bias of 10 V 
(Figure 2.6). Given that the average irradiation light is 550 nm, the quantum efficiency of 
the photocurrent generation can be estimated as ca. 8% under an electrical field of 2 V/m 
by using the same calculation method as previously reported [26, 27]. The photocurrent 
was found also switching promptly with light on and off (Figure 2.7), indicating a response 
time of only 200 ms (Figure 2.8). The fast photoresponse as observed, together with the 





Consistent with the high photocurrent generation, the fluorescence of A-1 nanofibers 
was also found to be effectively quenched upon adsorption of D-1 molecules (Figure 2.4). 
Since the absorption edge of D-1 is far below 400 nm, the observed fluorescence quenching 
of nanofibers is unlikely due to energy transfer, but rather solely to the interfacial electron 
transfer from D to the photoexcited A as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Such photoinduced 
electron transfer is highly favored with a driving force of 0.95 eV (Figure 2.9). As such, 
fluorescence quenching in such a system denotes the forward electron transfer from D to 
A-1 nanofibers upon irradiation.  Interestingly, ca. 13% molar fraction of D-1 quenched 
ca. 55% of the fluorescence of A-1 nanofibers. This amplified fluorescence quenching 
implies the existence of exciton diffusion within A-1 nanofibers, as previously indicated in 
other nanostructured systems [28]. Since the nanofibril heterojunctions are formed by the 
adsorption of D-1 molecules via the hydrophobic interaction between alkyl groups, it is 
expected that the adsorption and de-adsorption of D-1 can be readily switched, making the 
photoconductivity reversible. Indeed, the reversible photoconductivity was achieved 
simply by washing away the D-1 molecules with ethanol and redeposition of its ethanol 
solution onto the nanofibers (Figure 2.10). Thinking to the potential degeneration of the 
photoconductivity of organic materials caused by the photooxidation, the easy regeneration 
of photoconductivity is attractive for practical applications. 
 
2.3.3 Interfacial influence on the photoconductivity 
Although efficient photoinduced electron transfer was previously observed for the 




photoconductivity has yet been achieved with these materials. To gain an insight into the 
origin of the high photoconductivity as achieved in Figure 2.4, we investigated various D 
and A molecules bearing different side groups (Figure 2.1), which formulate the 
heterojunction interface and affect greatly the D/A interaction. As shown in Figure 2.7, all 
three D molecules demonstrated efficient fluorescence quenching of the A-1 nanofibers 
when coated onto the surface, indicating the occurrence of photoinduced electron transfer 
from D to A upon photo-illumination. However, significant photocurrent was only obtained 
with D-1 and D-2 molecules bearing long alkyl groups, whereas D-3 generated negligible 
current under the same conditions. This result implies that introduction of alkyl groups can 
effectively prevent the recombination of photogenerated charge carriers through spatial 
separation. Such spatial effect on the prevention of charge carrier recombination is 
analogous to that observed in the one-dimensional nanostructures composed of covalently 
linked D-A molecules [3, 17]. Here, it can be speculated that the spatial segregation can be 
optimized towards the photocurrent generation by altering the length of alkyl chains, and 
the work along this line is under progress. 
Compared to D-2, D-1 exhibited about six times higher photocurrent despite 15 times 
molar excess of D-2 being used. This observation can be interpreted by the fact that the 
three alkyl chains borne with D-1 make its binding to the nanofibers much stronger to allow 
electron-transfer communication more efficiently. The stronger interfacial binding is 
indeed supported by the higher fluorescence quenching efficiency as observed for even less 
D-1 used (Figure 2.7). To further study the influence of side groups on the interfacial D/A 
interaction, we fabricated nanofibers from A-2 molecules, which possess the same -




with D-1 bearing the hydrophobic side-chains. This should result in a separated interface 
between the D-1 phase and A-2 fibers, which thus inhibits the electron-transfer 
communication at D/A interface. Indeed, the heterojunction system fabricated from A-2 
fibers and D-1 molecules exhibited neither fluorescence quenching nor photocurrent 
generation (Figure 2.7).  This negative observation further supports the importance of alkyl 
groups to photocurrent generation. 
To verify the critical effect of one-dimensional - stacking as envisioned in the 
nanofibril structure on the photocurrent generation, we investigated another heterojunction 
system fabricated by adsorption of D molecules on the film of A-3.  Due to the steric 
hindrance of the branched side groups of A-3, it is impossible to fabricate highly organized 
materials from this molecule, particularly with - stacking along one dimension [21]. 
Although efficient electron transfer can take place at the D/A interface upon irradiation, as 
evidenced by the significant fluorescence quenching of the film upon coating with D-3 and 
D-1 (Figure 2.7), negligible photocurrent was observed for these film-based 
heterojunctions, likely owing to the lack of effective charge transport pathways within the 
film. This result indicates that the A-1 nanofibers as employed indeed play a critical role 
enabling rapid transport of the charge carriers towards the electrodes. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
In summary, highly photoconductive organic nanofibril heterojunctions have been 
fabricated through simple interfacial engineering of the hydrophobic interaction between 
alkyl side-chains. Such nanofibril heterojunctions possess two prominent features that are 




D/A interface for increased charge separation and act as a long-range transport pathway 
for photogenerated charge carriers towards the electrodes; the other is that the alkyl groups 
employed not only enable effective surface adsorption of D molecules on the nanofibers 
for effective electron-transfer communication, but also spatially separate the 
photogenerated charge carriers to prevent their recombination. The reported approach 
represents a simple, adaptable method allowing for development and optimization of 
photoconductive supramolecular organic materials. 
 
2.5 Experimental section 
2.5.1 Molecular synthesis 
Molecules A-1, A-2, A-3 were synthesized following the previous methods developed 
in ours and others labs [32, 33]. D-1 and D-2 were synthesized as follows (Figure 2.11). 
Intermediate compound 3 was synthesized following the protocol as previously 
reported [34]. 2,7-dibromo-9-octyl-9H-carbazole 2 (220 mg, 0.5 mmol), 9H-carbazole-2-
boronic acid pinacol ester 1 (880 mg, 1.5 mmol), and benzyltriethylammonium chloride 
(50 mg) were added into a mixture of toluene (20 mL) and aqueous K2CO3 (2 M, 8 mL), 
followed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles of degassing. Pd(PPh3)4 (5 mg) was then added 
under argon protection, again followed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles of degassing. 
The mixture was refluxed for 24 h and the organic phase was separated and evaporated. 
The product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (hexane/THF, 4:2) and 
dried in vacuum. A 220 mg (71%) yield of compound 3 was obtained as a light brown 
powder. 1H NMR (THF-d8, 500 MHz): δ = 10.33 (s, 2 H), 8.15 (m, 4 H), 8.07 (d, J = 7.9, 




(t, J = 7.19, 2 H), 1.99 (m, 2 H), 1.29 (m, 10 H), 0.83 (t, J = 6.9, 3 H). MALDI-TOF MS: 
m/z 609.33 (100%). 
Synthesis of D-1: Compound 3 (0.01 mmol) was dissolved in 15 ml of THF, followed 
by addition of the phase transfer catalyst benzyltriethylammonium chloride (50 mg), 
C9H19Br (0.1 ml), and KOH (6 mg, 0.1 mmol). The mixture was then stirred and refluxed 
for 2 h. The reaction mixture was poured into water and extracted by chloroform. The 
organic phase was collected, washed with brine and water and dried.  The raw product thus 
obtained was further purified by column chromatography on silica gel (hexane/CH2Cl2, 
100:1) and dried in vacuum. A 5.4 mg (63%) yield of compound D-1 was obtained as white 
powder. 1HNMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 8.17 (m, 4 H), 8.12 (d, J = 7.5, 2 H), 7.71 (m, 4 
H), 7.61 (m, 4 H), 7.43 (d, J = 8.0, 2 H), 7.42 (m, 2 H), 7.24 (m, 2 H), 4.11 (t, J = 6.9, 6 
H), 1.65 (m, 6 H), 1.26–1.41 (m, 34 H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.9, 9 H). MALDI-TOF MS: m/z 861.60 
(100%). 
Synthesis of D-2: A mixture of 9H-Carbazole 4 (1.67 g, 10 mmol), KOH (0.84 g, 15 
mmol), 1-Bromooctane (2.88 g, 15 mmol), and a small amount of KI (5%) in dry THF (100 
mL) was stirred at 65 °C under argon atmosphere for 24 h. After cooling to room 
temperature, the reaction mixture was poured into water and the product was extracted with 
chloroform. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, and the crude product 
was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (hexane as the fluent) to give a yellow 
oil product N-Octylcarbazole D-2 (1.95 g, 70%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 8.09 
(dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 2 H), 7.44 (ddd, J = 6.5, 6.2 Hz, 2 H), 7.39 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 2 H), 7.22 (ddd, 
J = 7.0 Hz, 2 H), 4.28 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 1.86 (tt, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H), 1.24–1.40 (m, 10 H), 




2.5.2 Fabrication of A-1 nanofibers and the nanofibril heterojunctions 
A-1 nanofibers were fabricated by injecting 0.5 mL chloroform solution of A-1 
molecules (0.15 mM) into 3 mL ethanol in a test tube followed by 5 hours aging. The 
nanofibers thus formed can be transferred and cast onto the glass surface by pipetting. The 
nanofibril heterojunctions were fabricated by directly drop-casting the ethanol solution of 
D molecules onto the nanofibers predeposited on the silica substrate. The concentrations 
of ethanol solution as employed for D-1, D-2, and D-3 were 0.1, 1, and 1 mM, respectively.  
The A-2 nanofibers were fabricated in a similar way. The A-3 film was fabricated by drop-
casting a chloroform solution of A-3 (20 nM) on the substrate. 
 
2.5.3 Property characterization of nanofibers 
Fluorescence spectra of A-1 nanofibers and A-3 film were measured on a LS 55 
fluorometer. The fluorescence spectra of A-2 fibers (with too low fluorescence quantum 
yield to be measured by ordinary fluorometer) were measured with a Leica DMI4000B 
inverted microscope (which provides excitation in the range of 530–560 nm) coupled with 
an Acton SP-2356 Imaging Spectrograph system and Acton PIXIS 400B Digital CCD 
Camera System for full spectra recording. SEM measurement was performed with a FEI 
NanoNova 6300 microscope, and the samples were directly drop-casting on a silica 
substrate. No metallic coating was needed for this field-emitting mode SEM, helping 
precisely reveal the morphology and size change of nanofibers upon coating D materials. 






2.5.4 Electrical measurement with nanofibers 
Electrical current measurements of the nanofibers were carried out using a two-probe 
method on a Signatone S-1160 Probe Station combined with an Agilent 4156C Precision 
Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer for high resolution current measurement. The probe 
station was equipped with a Motic Microscope for poisoning and a CCD camera for in situ 
imaging of the device. The whole measurement system was housed in a shielding dark box 
to eliminate the RF noise and/or scattering light for low current and/or light sensitive 
measurements. The microgap electrodes were fabricated by photolithography on a silicon 
wafer covered with a 300-nm thick SiO2 dielectric layer. The gold electrode pair used here 
was 14 or 90 μm in width and 5 μm in gap and fully covered with nanofibers via drop-
casting.  A tungsten lamp (Quartzline, 21 V, 150 W) was used as the white light source for 
photocurrent generation, and the light was guided into the probe station through a glass 
optical fiber, followed by focusing on the sample through the objective lens. The light 
power reaching the sample surface was measured by a photon detector. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of nanofibril heterojunctions composed of electron donor 
(D) coated nanofibers that function as electron acceptor (A). The -stacking along the long 
axis of the nanofiber is conducive to enhancement of charge transport due to the 
intermolecular -electron delocalization. The photoinduced electron transfer in this case is 
more of an interfacial process, where the interdigitated alkyl chains can inhibit the back 
electron transfer to a certain extent depending on the length of the alkyl chains.  Molecular 
structures of the three electron acceptors (A-1, A-2, A-3) and three electron donors (D-1, 









Figure 2.2 A-1 nanofibers before (a, c, e) and after (b, d, f) coated with D-1 molecules. a) 
SEM image of pristine nanofibers deposited on the silica. b) SEM image of the nanofibers 
(7.5 nmol A-1 molecules) after being coated with D-1 by drop-casting an ethanol solution 
of D-1 (4 nmol)  onto the fibril network as shown in 1a, where almost no separate phase of 
D-1 was formed in between the nanofibers.  c) and e) AFM image of the same A-1 
nanofibers as shown in 1a. d) and f) AFM image of the D-1 coated nanofibers as shown in 
1b. AFM imaging clearly shows the surface deposition of D-1 as envisioned by the 
increased z-height of the line scanning profile. However, no apparent thickness increase 
was found for the spare area between the nanofibers, indicating effective concentration of 











Figure 2.3 AFM image of a D-1 film formed by drop-casting the ethanol solution (0.1 mM) 
onto a silica substrate. Due to the surface dewetting, the film was formed in a broken 









Figure 2.4 The photocurrent and fluorescence spectra of D-1/A-1 heterojunction. I-V 
curves (a) measured over the A-1 nanofibers with increasing deposition of D-1 through 
drop-casting of the ethanol solution (0.1 mM) (black: pristine nanofibers containing 7.5 
nmol A-1; red, blue, green, magenta: deposition of 1, 2, 3, 4 nmol D-1, respectively); white 
light irradiation was set at a power density of 0.17 mW/mm2. Photocurrent (b) measured at 
10 V of bias in response to turning on and off the white light irradiation (0.17 mW/mm2). 
Fluorescence spectra (c) of A-1 nanofibers (containing 7.5 nmol A-1) measured before 
(red) and after (black) deposition of 1 nmol D-1. Electrode-pairs used: 5 µm in gap, 14 µm 








Figure 2.5. The photocurrent of D-1 and A-1. I-V curve (a) measured over pristine A-1 
nanofibers in the dark (black) and under white light irradiation of power density 0.17 
mW/mm2 (red). I-V curve (b) measured over D-1 film in the dark (black) and under white 









Figure 2.6 The photocurrent of D-1/A-1 heterojunction. I-V curves measured over the 
nanofibers of A-1 (7.5 nmol) coated with 4 nmol  D-1 molecules as deposited on a wide 
electrode-pair (90 μm in width and 5 μm in gap): (black) in the dark and (red) under white 









Figure 2.7 Comparison of optical and electrical performance between various D/A 
heterojunctions. The red and green columns denote fluorescence quenching and 
photocurrent measurement, respectively. (1) nanofibers of A-1 (7.5 nmol) deposited with 
4 nmol D-1; (2) nanofibers of A-1 (7.5 nmol) deposited with 60 nmol D-2; (3) nanofibers 
of A-1 (7.5 nmol) deposited with 20 nmol D-3; (4) nanofibers of A-2 (7.5 nmol) deposited 
with 15 nmol D-1; (5) film of A-3 (10 nmol) deposited with 20 nmol D-1; (6) film of A-3 
(10 nmol) deposited with 60 nmol D-3 (10 nmol and 60 nmol, respectively). Electrode 








Figure 2.8 Exponential fitting of the generation and decay of the photocurrent, giving the 










Figure 2.9 Energy level of HOMO (π) and LUMO (π*) orbitals of perylene diimide (A) 
and HOMO orbital of D-1 (-5.39 eV) showing the favorable photoinduced electron transfer 
with large driving force (0.95 eV).  Since the absorption of carbazole compounds is in the 
UV region (< 400 nm), visible irradiation of the heterojunction materials causes excitation 
of only the perylene diimide part. Geometry optimization and energy calculation were 
performed with density-functional theory (B3LYP/6-311g**// B3LYP/6-31g*) using 










Figure 2.10 Reversible photocurrent generation of A-1 nanofibers upon desorption and 











Figure 2.11 Synthesis steps for D-1 and D-2.
  
Reprinted with permission from the Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2013, 
135, 16490–16496. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. 
CHAPTER 3 
 
MORPHOLOGY   CONTROL   OF   NANOFIBRIL   DONOR-ACCEPTOR 
HETEROJUNCTION TO ACHIEVE HIGH PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY: 
EXPLORATION OF NEW MOLECULAR DESIGN RULE            
 
3.1 Abstract 
Donor-acceptor nanofibril composites have been fabricated, and the dependence of 
their photocurrent response on the structure and morphology of the donor part have been 
systematically investigated. The nanofibril composites were composed of template 
nanofibers, assembled from an electron acceptor molecule, perylene tetracarboxylic 
diimide (PTCDI), onto which (through drop-casting) various electron donor molecules 
(D1–D4) were coated.  The donor molecules have the same π-conjugated core, but different 
side groups. Due to the different side groups, the four donor molecules showed a distinctly 
different propensity for intermolecular aggregation, with D1–D3 form segregated phases, 
while D4 prefers homogeneous molecular distribution within the film. It was found that 
the nanofibril composites with D4 exhibit the highest photocurrent, whereas those with 
aggregation-prone D1–D3 exhibited much lower photocurrent under the same illumination 
condition. Solvent annealing is found to further enhance the aggregation of D1–D3 but 
facilitate more uniform molecular distribution of D4 molecules.  As a result, the 




further increased.  The detrimental effect of the aggregation of donor molecules on the 
PTCDI fiber is likely due to the enhanced local electrical field built up by the high charge 
density around the aggregate-nanofiber interface, which hinders the charge separation of 
the photogenerated electron-hole pair. The results reported in this study give further insight 
into the molecular structural effect on photoconductivity of hybrid materials, particularly 
those based on donor-acceptor composites or interfaces, and provide new molecular design 
rules and material processing guidelines to achieve high photoconductivity. 
3.2 Introduction 
Fabrication of effective donor-acceptor heterojunction structures remains critical for 
developing high-performance organic photovoltaics and the relevant photoelectric 
switches and sensors [1–5]. However, most of the research efforts to date have focused on 
bulk heterojunctions, which are formed through the not-easily-controlled phase separation 
process [6–12]. More ordered heterojunction structures, particularly those controllable at 
the nanometer scale through molecular design and engineering, are desirable in order to 
achieve high photoconversion efficiency [13]. Self-assembly has proven to be an efficient 
bottom-up method to construct well-defined nanostructures that may afford high 
photoconductivity [14–16]. A few examples have been reported on the design and 
fabrication of nanostructured heterojunction systems through molecular self-assembly [3, 
17–24]. Most of these systems, however, either form a well-ordered structure only on a 
small area or require complicated molecular synthesis and thus are not suited for practical 
applications.  




achieve high photoconductivity for organic materials [3]. The approach relies on interfacial 
structural modification of nanofibers fabricated from electron acceptor (A) molecules onto 
which a layer of electron donor (D) molecules is coated. The A molecules are based on 
derivatives of perylene tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI), which represent a robust class of 
semiconductor materials with high thermal- and photostability [25]. The strong 
hydrophobic interdigitation between the long alkyl side-chains of D and A molecules 
enables efficient charge transfer between the two under photoexcitation. Such nanofibril 
heterojunctions possess two prominent features that are critical for efficient photocurrent 
generation: one is that the nanofibers both create a wide D/A interface for increased charge 
separation and act as long-range transport pathway for photogenerated charge carriers 
toward the electrodes and the other is that the alkyl side-chains employed not only enable 
effective surface adsorption of D molecules on the nanofibers for effective electron-transfer 
communication, but also facilitate spatial separation the photogenerated charge carriers to 
prevent their recombination. The surface coating method thus developed represents a 
simple, adaptable method that will allow for further improvement of organic 
photoconductivity through molecular design and supramolecular engineering. In the 
present work, we aim to explore the effects of aggregation of D molecules on the 
photoconductivity of nanofibril heterojunctions. A series of D molecules with varying side-
chain modifications were synthesized [26] and investigated for the different intermolecular 
arrangements caused by π-π stacking in balance with steric hindrance of side-chains. 
Interestingly, it was observed that the different molecular assemblies of D resulted in 
distinctive phase segregation between D and A (the nanofiber), which significantly affects 




fluorescence quenching and photocurrent generation. 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Nanofibril heterojunction fabrication 
Figure 3.1 shows the structures of the four D molecules employed in this study, which 
are based on the same tribenzopentaphene (TBP) core. The rigid, planar π-conjugated TBP 
core is conducive for cofacial π-π stacking that often leads to the formation of one-
dimensional molecular assembly. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of TBP 
molecules is significantly higher than that of PTCDI, providing sufficient driving force for 
the photoinduced TBP to PTCDI electron transfer.  All four TBP molecules (D1–D4) have 
two dodecyl chains attached at the same positions.  These linear alkyl chains help anchoring 
the D molecules onto the nanofiber of A through hydrophobic alkyl chain interdigitation 
as observed before [3, 25, 27]. At the periphery of the TBP core, different side chains were 
attached for D1–D4 so that the intermolecular arrangement between TBP cores could be 
modulated, whereas the interfacial interaction between PTCDI and the four D molecules is 
expected to be comparable due to their identical dodecyl anchoring chains. Systematic 
investigation on how the intermolecular aggregation of the coated D molecules affect the 
photocurrent response of the PTCDI nanofibers would provide deeper understanding of the 
photoinduced charge separation process at the nanofibril heterojunction and open more 
options to further increase the photocurrent through structural optimization of the D 
component. 
Side group modification has proven to be an effective way for tuning the intermolecular 




Such molecular structural effect can be more clearly manifested under solvent vapor 
annealing, which facilitates the self-assembly of molecules to reach the thermodynamically 
stable (energy minimal) state by removing the grain boundaries formed during the fast 
solvent vaporization process. Indeed, solvent vapor annealing has been extensively studied 
for organic semiconductor materials and devices in order to improve the crystallinity and 
charge carrier mobility [29–32]. In this study, we adopted this annealing process to 
facilitate the assembly of D molecules so that the effect of peripheral side group 
modification can be revealed more illustriously. Among the four D molecules, D4 is 
expected to have the most severe steric hindrance for π-π stacking due to its bulkier side 
groups. The other three molecules on the other hand possess relatively small peripheral 
groups and are thus prone for π-π staking aggregation.  As shown below, the different 
extent of intermolecular aggregation in the four D molecules has a dramatic effect on the 
photocurrent response of the core PTCDI nanofibers. With the coating of D4, which shows 
no π-π stacking even after solvent annealing, the PTCDI nanofibers exhibit the highest 
photocurrent.  When coated with D1, D2, and D3 molecules, which are prone to 
aggregation, the photocurrent response is significantly lower. The difference is more 
dramatic for the D-A nanofibril heterojunctions after solvent vapor annealing. 
The nanofiber of A was fabricated from a PTCDI molecule (Figure 3.1) following the 
previously published self-assembly protocol [27]. The PTCDI molecule has a dodecyl 
chain at both imide positions to ensure strong hydrophobic alkyl chain interdigitation with 
the D molecules. The nanofibers were subsequently surface-coated with D molecules using 
the drop-casting method previously employed for creating similar nanofibril 




large aspect ratios, providing large interface for surface adsorption of D molecules. Figure 
3.2 shows the insitu AFM images of PTCDI nanofibers before and after surface coating of 
D4 molecules.  Almost all of the D molecules are coated onto the surface of nanofibers 
after drop-casting, leaving little residue on the silicon oxide substrate. Similar phenomena 
were observed for other three D molecules, D1–D3 (Figure 3.3). The clean and selective 
deposit of D molecules onto the PTCDI fibers is attributed to the strong hydrophobic 
interdigitation between the dodecyl chains of D and that of PTCDI molecules on the 
nanofiber surface. Meanwhile, the morphology of individual nanofibers and the 
intertwining configuration remain unchanged after drop-casting, indicating the robustness 
of nanofibril structures on the substrate. Such a feature enables comparative studies of 
PTCDI nanofibers modified with different D molecules, allowing the pinpoint of different 
photocurrent response on the surface-coated D molecules. 
 
3.3.2 Effect of intermolecular aggregation photoconductivity 
Figure 3.4 (a) shows the fluorescence spectra of the PTCDI nanofibers before and after 
the coating of D4 molecules, which indicates that 80% of the PTCDI fluorescence was 
quenched after D4-coating.  The significant fluorescence quenching is due to the forward 
electron transfer from D4 molecules to the photoexcited PTCDIs. This photoinduced 
electron transfer is thermodynamically favored with a driving force of 1.13 eV, calculated 
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels of D4 and PTCDI 
molecules (Figure 3.5). Consistent with the efficient fluorescence quenching, high 
photoconductivity was observed for the D4/PTCDI nanofibril heterojunction (Figure 3.4 




photoconductivity was due to an optimal balance between the forward and back electron 
transfer between D4 coating and the PTCDI nanofibers as discussed below. It is possible 
that the increased photocurrent may be due to the conductivity of the D4 coating itself. 
However, this possibility was excluded since the dark- and photocurrent of D4 film under 
the same light illumination (Figure 3.6) was only around 1 pA under 10 V bias, which is 
three orders of magnitude lower than that of D4/PTCDI nanofibers (Figure 3.4 (b)). 
Moreover, the D4 film does not demonstrate photoconductivity response (i.e., the I-V 
curves obtained under dark and light illumination remained almost the same) (Figure 3.6). 
The same experiments shown in Figure 3.4 were also performed on the PTCDI 
nanofibers coated with other three D molecules, D1–D3, in order to investigate the effect 
of molecular structure of D on the photoconductivity of D/A nanofibril heterojunctions. 
Figure 3.7 shows the results of fluorescence quenching and photocurrent measurements 
performed on the four different nanofibril heterojunctions. While all four nanofibers 
showed comparable fluorescence quenching after D-coating, the photocurrents generated 
were dramatically different, with the D4/PTCDI nanofiber giving the highest photocurrent. 
The efficient fluorescence quenching is consistent with the energetically favorable forward 
electron transfer from the D molecule to the photoexcited A, for which the driving force 
was calculated to be in the range of 0.7–1.1 eV (Figure 3.5).  However, efficient forward 
electron transfer does not necessarily produce high electrical current, which also depends 
on other factors such as the subsequent charge separation of the photogenerated D+-A- pair 
to free charge carriers and the charge carrier mobility.  Charge recombination (or back 
electron transfer) within D+-A- pair is often one of the major reasons for low photocurrent. 




very close HOMO levels. When coated on PTCDI fibers, they exhibit identical extent of 
fluorescence quenching. The photocurrent response of the two heterojunctions, however, 
differ by almost five times. The difference in photocurrent was even more dramatic for the 
nanofibers coated with D1 and D2, which showed photocurrent values more than 10 and 
50 times, respectively lower than that of D4-coated fibers (Figure 3.7). Considering the 
similar fluorescence quenching efficiency among the four nanofibers, we suspected that 
the lower photocurrent observed with the nanofibers coated with D1–D3 (compared to that 
of D4) was primarily due to the less efficient charge separation (or faster charge 
recombination) of the photogenerated D+-A- pair, which has something to do with the phase 
segregation of surface-coated D molecules.  The bulky side group of D4 prevents 
intermolecular π-π stacking, resulting in uniform molecular distribution of D4 onto the 
PTCDI nanofibers. In contrast, D1–D3, with relatively small side groups, are prone to π-π 
stacking, which leads to the formation of segregated phases of aggregated D molecules. 
AFM images of the drop-casting films of D1–D3 confirmed their self-assembly. 
Particularly for D1 and D3, the preferred columnar stacking enabled formation of 
nanofibril structures (Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9). 
Results in Figure 3.7 suggest that aggregates of D1–D3 can quench the fluorescence of 
PTCDI nanofiber in similar (or comparable) efficiency as the homogeneous coating of D4. 
This can be explained by the long distance exciton migration within the single crystalline 
nanofiber of PTCDI, where the exciton migration distance was in the range of hundreds of 
nanometers [25, 33]. Once the quenchers (molecules or aggregates) are distributed on the 
surface with sufficient density (i.e., spatially separated within the distance of exciton 




always encounter a quencher when migrating along the nanofiber within its lifetime [34]. 
Considering the high molar ratio (4/7) of D/A used in this study, it is reasonable to assume 
that the aggregates of D1–D3 can cover the PTCDI nanofiber with high enough density, 
and the separation between the aggregates is significantly smaller than the exciton 
migration distance of PTCDI. 
Although the aggregation of D1–D3 does not affect fluorescence quenching efficiency, 
it caused a significant decrease in photocurrent compared to the case of D4. This is likely 
due to the locally enhanced recombination (rather than separation) of D+-A- charge pair 
photogenerated around the aggregate of D.  The interfacial charge separation of D+-A- at 
PTCDI nanofiber is primarily caused by the intermolecular electron delocalization among 
the π-π stacked PTCDI molecules [3, 5, 35], and this charge delocalization can be further 
extended under electrical bias applied to the nanofiber. At the fibril section with an 
aggregated D domain, there may be multiple pairs of D+-A- photogenerated by quenching 
multiple excitons (as discussed above), making the electron delocalization along the 
PTCDI stacks more difficult due to the increased charge density [36–37]. Moreover, 
multiple charge pairs form a strong local electrical field, which can prevent the charge 
separation. These two effects result in enhanced charge recombination of D+-A-.  In 
contrast, the homogenous coating of D4 produces more uniform distribution of D+-A- pairs 
on the nanofiber, which can be effectively separated through the intermolecular electron 
delocalization along the nanofiber, leading to the generation of high photocurrent as shown 
in Figure 3.7. 
It is interesting to note that among the three D molecules (D1–D3) that produced 




significantly lower than the other two, although the fluorescence quenching efficiency of 
D2 is even the highest. This additional lowering of photoconductivity is likely due to the 
hydroxyl side groups of D2 (–OH), which affords redox interaction with electrons, 
functioning as a charge carrier trap as previously observed in n-type organic field effect 
transistors [38–40]. 
3.3.3 Surface potential of nanofibril heterojunction under illumination 
To gain further insight into the photoinduced charge separation process within the 
nanofibril heterojunction of PTCDI, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) was used to 
image the surface potential change upon illumination in a similar way as previously 
performed on other organic heterojunctions [41, 42]. D3 was chosen as a representative of 
the three donors (D1–D3) to form D/A heterojunction with PTCDI; these three donors 
prefer to form aggregates, which are easy to be imaged by AFM and distinguished from 
PTCDI fiber. The D3/PTCDI nanofibers were deposited onto an indium-doped tin oxide 
(ITO) coated glass slide and measured simultaneously for topography and surface potential 
images both in the dark and under white light illumination.  
As shown in Figure 3.10 (a), well-defined morphology was observed for the PTCDI 
nanofiber with surface coating of D3. Figure 3.10 (b) shows the line scan profile of surface 
potential corresponding to the red line marked in Figure 3.10 (a). In the dark, the surface 
potential PTCDI fiber (domain I as marked) appears higher than that of D3 aggregate 
(domain II), consistent with their HOMO level difference as shown in Figure 3.5.  Upon 
white light illumination, PTCDI gets excited, initiating electron transfer from D3 to the 




phase, but a decrease for the PTCDI fiber (red plot in Figure 3.10 (b)).  For comparison, 
the same KPFM measurements were also performed on a bare D3 aggregate (domain III) 
for which no surface potential change was observed before and after white illumination 
(Figure 3.10 (c)). This is simply because that D3 can barely be excited by visible light 
(Figure 3.11), and thus no charge separation can be initiated. 
 
3.3.4 Solvent-annealing influence on photoconductivity 
It is well known that fast evaporation of solvents during the drop-casting process rarely 
produces the thermodynamically stable (energy minimized) state with regard to the 
intermolecular arrangement and phase growth within organic materials. A large number of 
defects and grain boundaries can be formed during the rapid assembly of molecules, and 
the growth of small nuclei may be quenched when the solvent is dried. Postassembly 
treatment, like solvent vapor annealing (i.e., aging of organic materials in saturated solvent 
vapor), has proven to be an effective method to reorganize and optimize the intermolecular 
arrangement, and facilitate the phase growth to reach the thermodynamic stable state [29, 
43–46]. Indeed, solvent vapor annealing has been commonly used in solar cell material 
processing to improve the crystalline organization of D and A phases, with the aim to 
facilitate the charge transportation [9, 47–53]. We expected that the above mentioned 
difference of photocurrent between the nanofibers coated with D4 and D1–D3 would be 
more profound if the nanofibers were subject to solvent vapor annealing, considering that 
the difference of phase morphology and its dependence on the molecular structure between 
D4 and D1–D3 can be maximized at the thermodynamic stable state. 




annealing on the surface aggregation and the subsequent photoconductivity; the results 
were compared to those observed with D4. The annealing was performed in ethanol vapor 
as ethanol is a good solvent for D1–D4, but a poor one for the PTCDI. During the annealing 
process the crystalline structure of PTCDI nanofibers was expected to remain intact. Under 
the same annealing conditions, D3 and D4 coatings underwent a dramatically different 
transition of the aggregation state. For D3, optical microscopy imaging showed the growth 
of small aggregates into large needle-like structures (Figure 3.9). AFM imaging revealed 
that the small aggregates of D3 are actually composed of fine nanofibril structures, which 
were formed during the drop-casting process.  Formation of nanofibril structure is 
indicative of the favorable columnar π-π stacking of D3, which is consistent with planar 
geometry of TBP π-conjugation. Upon solvent vapor annealing these small nanofibers 
grew into needle-like chunks, though still remaining in an elongated shape (Figure 3.9). 
This observation indicates that D3 is prone to crystallize into large elongated structures 
driven by the strong π-π stacking interaction.  The D4 coating on the other hand showed 
no obvious aggregation even after solvent vapor annealing (Figure 3.12). 
The different behavior of D3 and D4 under solvent vapor annealing led to a distinct 
effect on the photocurrent response as measured over the PTCDI nanofibers coated with 
these two molecules (Figure 3.13).  For D3, the photocurrent decreased to 14% of its pre-
annealing value, whereas for D4, the photocurrent increased by 60%.  The significant 
decrease in photoconductivity of D3/PTCDI nanofiber is likely due to the increased 
aggregation of D3 induced by the solvent vapor annealing. As discussed above, the 
enlarged aggregated domains of D molecules are detrimental to the charge separation of 




the bulky isopropoxyl substitution at D4 prevents molecular aggregation, instead favoring 
the homogeneous distribution of molecules on surface. Such molecular distribution can be 
further facilitated under solvent vapor annealing, producing a coating layer with minimized 
aggregation, as indicated by the 60% increase in photocurrent shown in Figure 3.13. This 
annealing-enhanced molecular distribution of D4 was supported by the solid-state 
fluorescence spectral measurement on a thin D4 film drop-casting on a glass slide.  The 
glass slide was pretreated with trichloro(octadecyl)silane (OTS) to generate a hydrophobic 
surface similar to that of PTCDI nanofiber. Before solvent vapor annealing, the 
fluorescence spectrum of D4 film possesses a major peak at 465 nm, along with a shoulder 
peak at a shorter wavelength, 440 nm. Compared to the fluorescence spectrum of D4 
molecularly dispersed in ethanol (Figure 3.14), the fluorescence emission in solid state 
becomes more dominant at a longer wavelength (Figure 3.15), consistent with the enhanced 
intermolecular interaction as commonly observed for molecular assemblies. The 440 nm 
emission (characteristic of the fluorescence of individual molecules) remains in the solid 
film of D4, indicating the relatively weak intermolecular π-π interaction in comparison 
with the film of D3, where the strong π-π stacking results in almost no emission observed 
for the individual molecules (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15). After solvent vapor annealing, 
the 440 nm peak of D4 film was significantly enhanced (Figure 3.16), implying more 
molecules originally “frozen” as aggregates during the fast evaporation of drop-casting 
now transformed into homogeneous molecular distribution. In contrast, for D3 film there 
was no obvious change observed in the fluorescence spectrum upon solvent vapor 
annealing under the same condition (Figure 3.17). This is consistent with the strong 




nanofibril morphology (Figure 3.9).  Although solvent vapor annealing facilitates the 
growth of the nanofibers of D3 into larger elongated crystals, the electronic property of the 




In summary, we have investigated a series of electron donor molecules (D1–D4) that 
share the same π-conjugation core, but modified with different side groups. PTCDI fibers 
coated with such donor molecules showed a dramatically different photocurrent response.  
It was found that the nanofibers coated with homogeneously and molecularly distributed 
donor molecules (such as D4) exhibit the highest photocurrent, whereas those coated with 
segregated donor aggregates (such as D1–D3) show much lower photocurrent under the 
same illumination conditions. The aggregation of donor molecules on the surface of the 
PTCDI fibers may lead to the buildup of the local electrical field, which hinders the charge 
separation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs. The different morphologies of 
molecular aggregates were mostly the result of side group modification of the donor 
molecules. Such structural effect was more clearly manifested by investigating the 
structure and morphology change of the drop-casting films upon solvent vapor annealing. 
The findings presented provide new insight into the molecular structural effect on 
photoconductivity of organic semiconductor materials, particularly those based on donor-
acceptor composites or interfaces and open alternative ways to improve the 





3.5 Experimental section 
3.5.1 Materials  
Synthesis of PTCDI and the nanofibril fabrication followed the previous reported 
methods [25, 54]. Detailed synthesis and structural characterization of D1–D4 were 
published elsewhere [26]. A brief description of the synthesis is described here as the 
following. As shown in Figure 3.18, the key steps are the Suzuki–Miyaura coupling of 
biarylboronic acid derivatives (4a, 4b, 4c) with 1,2-bis(dodecyloxy)-4,5-diiodobenzene to 
form o-quinquephenyls (5a, 5b, 5c) and the subsequent Scholl oxidative cyclization to yield 
the TBP cores. The Suzuki-Miyaura coupling went smoothly and could proceed directly 
from 2-bromobiaryal derivatives (3a, 3b, 3c) as a one-pot synthesis with good overall yields 
(around 50%).  The Scholl reactions were carried out using 5–10 equivalents of FeCl3 in a 
nitromethane/dichoromethane solvent mixture at 0 °C. Under these conditions, compounds 
D1, D3, and D4 were obtained in 15–30% yields. Compound D2 was synthesized from D4 
in excellent yields using B-bromo-9-BBN as the dealkylation reagent.  The structures and 
purity of all four donor molecules (D1–D4) have been characterized and confirmed by 1H 
and 13C NMR, 2D COSY NMR, MAlDI-TOF mass spectrometry measurements, and 
elemental analysis. 
To coat the PTCDI nanofibers with D molecules, 7 nmol of nanofibers were deposited 
onto a 5 mm × 5 mm silicon wafer covered with 300-nm thick SiO2, followed by drop-







3.5.2 General characterization 
UV-vis absorption spectra were measured on a PerkinElmer Lambda 25 
spectrophotometer. The fluorescence spectra were taken on a PerkinElmer LS 55 
spectrophotometer. Bright field and fluorescence optical microscopy images were obtained 
with a Leica DMI4000B inverted microscope equipped with an Acton SP-2356 Imaging 
Spectrograph system and Princeton Instrument Acton PIXIS:400B Digital CCD Camera 
System for high resolution full spectral recording. AFM measurement was performed in 
tapping mode on a Veeco MultiMode V scanning probe microscope, for which samples 
were directly drop-casting on a silicon wafer covered with a 300-nm thick SiO2 layer. The 
electrical conductivity was measured using a two-probe method on a Signatone S-1160 
Probe Station combined with an Agilient 4156C Precision Semiconductor Analyzer. A 
tungsten lamp was used as the light source with a light intensity of 0.17 mW/mm2 on the 
testbed. The gold-electrode pair used was 14 µm in width and 5 µm in gap. 
 
3.5.3 Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) 
Indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (Delta Technology, R = 5–15 Ω) were 
used as substrates for KPFM measurements. Before use, ITO glass substrates were rinsed 
thoroughly with distilled water and ethanol, followed by drying with nitrogen blowing. 
Donor coated PTCDI nanofibers were deposited onto the ITO glass via drop-casting. 
KPFM experiments were performed with Bruker Dimension Icon equipped with an 
Extender Electronics module.  Conductive antimony (n) doped silicon tips (SCM-PIT, 
Bruker) were used along with a cantilever coated with 20 nm Pt/Ir on both sides. Surface 




recorded with Tapping Mode, and then the same line was rescanned in Lift Mode with 20 
nm constant distance between the tip and substrate. The white light illumination was 
provided by a tungsten lamp, which delivered a light intensity of 10 mW/cm2 on the 
substrate. 
 
3.5.4 Preparation of surface-modified glass slides 
The glass slides were first thoroughly cleaned in acetone and isopropanol for 3 min 
each in an ultrasonic bath and then cleaned with a piranha solution (70 vol% H2SO4: 30 
vol% 30% H2O2) for 20 min, followed by rinsing with deionized water and drying in air 
flow. To form monolayer of octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS) on the surface, the glass slides 
were immersed in an anhydrous toluene solution of OTS (3 mM) for 3 h, followed by 
ultrasonic cleaning in fresh toluene solvent for 2 min to remove the excessive OTS 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of core-shell structured nanofibril heterojunction 











Figure 3.2 AFM images of PTCDI nanofibers (molecular amount of 7 nmol) deposited on 
a 5 mm × 5 mm silicon wafer covered with 300-nm thick SiO2 before (a) and after (b) 











Figure 3.3 AFM images of PTCDI nanofibers drop-casting on the surface of silicon wafer 


















Figure 3.4 Photocurrent of fluorescence spectra of D4 based heterojunction. Fluorescence 
spectra (a) of PTCDI nanofibers before (black) and after (red) drop-casting of D4 and I-V 
curves (b) measured over the D4 coated PTCDI nanofibers in the dark (black) and under 
white light irradiation of 0.17 mW/mm2 (red).   
  




























































Figure 3.5 Electronic energy levels of PTCDI and D1–D4. The HOMO levels of D1–D4 
were determined by cyclic voltammetry using Fc/Fc+ as an internal standard [26]. The 
energy levels of PTCDI (A) and D1–D4 (in parenthesis) were calculated with density-






















































Figure 3.7 Comparison of fluorescence quenching (red) and photocurrent generation (blue) 
between the PTCDI nanofibers coated with the four donor molecules, D1–D4. Photocurrent 























































Figure 3.8 AFM images of D1 (a) and D2 (b) drop-casting on the surface of silicon wafer 









Figure 3.9 Microscopic images of D3. Bright field microscopy (a, c) and fluorescence 
microscopy images (b, d) of D3 drop-casting on OTS modified glass surface before (a, b) 
and after (c, d) ethanol vapor annealing. AFM images of the same sample before (e) and 
















 Figure 3.10 KPFM measurement of D3/PTCDI nanofibril heterojunction. (a) Topograhy 
image of the nanofibril heterojunction (Z height range 400 nm). PTCDI nanofiber, D3 
coating, and isolated D3 aggregate are marked as domain (I), (II), and (III), respectively. 
(b, c) Line scans surface potential profiles obtained by tracing the corresponding lines 







Figure 3.10 continued. 
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Figure 3.12 Microscopic images of D4. Bright field microscopy (a, c) and fluorescence 
microscopy images (b, d) of D4 drop-casting on OTS modified glass surface before (a, b) 









Figure 3.13 I-V curves measured over D4 coated PTCDI nanofibers under light 
irradiation before (black) and after (red) solvent vapor annealing. Inset: relative 
photocurrent change (in percentage) for D3 and D4 coated nanofibers after solvent vapor 
annealing. Photocurrent values used in this plot were obtained at a bias voltage of 10 V.  
  







































Figure 3.14 Normalized fluorescence spectra of D1–D4 in ethanol solution. 
  
 































Figure 3.15 Normalized fluorescence spectra of D1–D4 drop-casting on glass surface. 
  
 













































Figure 3.16 Fluorescence spectra of D4 drop-casting on a glass surface modified with 
trichloro(octadecyl)silane (OTS) before (black) and after (red) solvent vapor annealing. 
The two spectra are normalized at 465 nm. 
  



































Figure 3.17 Fluorescence spectra recorded on D3 film deposited on OTS modified glass 
surface before (black) and after (red) solvent vapor annealing. 
  
 





































Figure 3.18 Synthesis of TBP molecules.
  
Reprinted with permission from ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2013, 5, 7704–
7708. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. 
CHAPTER 4 
 
ONE-STEP SURFACE DOPING OF ORGANIC NANOFIBERS TO ACHIEVE HIGH 
DARK CONDUCTIVITY AND CHEMIRESISTOR                                                                                        
SENSING OF AMINES 
 
4.1 Abstract 
High dark electrical conductivity was obtained for a p-type organic nanofibril material 
simply through one-step surface doping. The nanofibril composite thus fabricated has been 
proven robust under ambient conditions. The high conductivity, combined with the 
intrinsic large surface area of the nanofibers, enables development of chemiresistor sensors 
for trace vapor detection of amines, with a detection limit down to sub-ppb range. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
Organic semiconductor nanomaterials have gained increasing research interest due to 
their broad applications in photodetectors [1–5], sensors [6–8], and photovoltaics [9–11]. 
These materials are superior to their inorganic counterparts regarding synthetic variability, 
low-temperature and solution processing ability, and the feasibility of fabrication into 
lightweight, flexible, and low-cost devices [12–14]. However, most organic materials 
suffer from their intrinsically low charge carrier density and mobility. Current work to 




into bulk phase heterojunctions, as evidenced in organic photovoltaics. In general these D-
A systems provide efficient photoinduced charge separation, although further charge 
transport is often limited by the intermolecular arrangement disordering and/or mesoscopic 
grain boundaries [4, 15]. 
Recently, we have developed a simple approach to fabricate nanofibril D-A 
heterojunctions, wherein the A molecules were assembled through π-π stacking interaction 
into nanofibers, and the D component was coated on the nanofiber surface via drop-casting 
[16]. The strong hydrophobic interdigitation between the side chains of D and A produces 
an interface that is optimal for photoinduced charge separation. Moreover, the 
intermolecular π-π stacking along the long axis of nanofiber facilitates the long range 
charge transport through π-delocalization [17–22]. This continuous charge transport 
pathway, in combination with the wide D-A interfacial contact intrinsic to the nanofibril 
structure, makes nanofibril heterojunctions an ideal approach to highly photoconductive 
organic materials. However, it still remains challenging to achieve high dark conductivity 
for organic nanomaterials using this simple coating methodology.   
In this work, we report on a new nanofibril heterojunction structure that is composed 
of nanofibers (assembled from a D molecule) coated with a monolayer of A molecule. As 
shown in Figure 4.1, D is a decyl substituted carbazole-cornered, arylene-ethynylene 
tetracyclic π-conjugated molecule (DTC) and A is (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (FTS), which has proven to be effective to form a well-
defined monolayer on an organic material substrate under ambient conditions [23, 24]. 
Remarkably, due to the strong redox (charge transfer) interaction between DTC and FTS, 




illumination. The high dark conductivity makes this material suitable for applications in 
chemiresistor sensors for detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particularly 
amines. 
 
4.3 Results and discussion  
In order to achieve uniform coating of FTS molecules onto the nanofibril surface, we 
used a vapor deposition method (Figure 4.2) that was previously developed by others and 
successfully employed for coating a monolayer of FTS onto molecular crystals and 
polymer surfaces through cross-linking of the siloxanes [23, 24]. This vapor transfer 
approach is particularly suited for surface coating of nanofibril networks, wherein a large 
number of nanofibers are intertwined and the interstices formed are hard to reach for 
solvent (due to surface tension) (i.e., difficult to coat through drop-casting). Moreover, the 
solvent free processing avoids potential damage to the nanofiber (e.g., distortion of the 
intermolecular arrangement), which often occurs when exposed to certain organic solvents. 
In this study, we fabricated nanofibers from the DTC molecules (Figure 4.1) according 
to the previously developed method [17]. Due to its strong electron donating property, DTC 
forms a p-type semiconductor as previously evidenced in our lab [25]. Surface doping of 
DTC nanofibers with electron withdrawing species is expected to enhance the electrical 
conductivity. Remarkably, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of DTC (-4.8 
eV) is almost the same as that of rubrene (-4.9 eV) (Figure 4.3). This implies that FTS 
should act as an effective p-type doping for DTC, as it did for rubrene [23]. The doped 
charge carrier (here the hole) will transport along the long axis of nanofiber through the 




This combination of effective surface doping and one-dimensional enhanced charge 
transport would result in a significant increase in electrical conductivity. Indeed, as shown 
in Figure 4.4, a more than thousand-fold increase in magnitude was obtained for DTC 
nanofibers upon surface coating with a FTS thin layer.  
To confirm that the observed conductivity increase is due to the p-type doping of FTS, 
we performed the same experiment with DTC nanofibers but with coating of a 
unfluorinated silane, n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, Figure 4.1), which possesses much 
lower electron affinity than the fluorinated silane. As expected, the electrical conductivity 
remained almost unchanged upon coating of OTS (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5) due to the 
lack of charge transfer interaction between DTC and OTS. As discussed above, the 
effective charge transport pathway along the nanofiber also plays a critical role in the 
conductivity enhancement. To further prove this role, we fabricated a thin film by drop-
casting a 15 μM chloroform solution of TDTC (Figure 4.1), an analogue of DTC but with 
longer alkyl side chains. Although the electron donating capability (HOMO level) remains 
almost the same for the central tetracycle core, the longer side chains of TDTC are not 
favorable for columnar π-π stacking under conditions of fast evaporation, thus leading to 
the formation of film structure that lacks extended intermolecular π-stacking (i.e., a 
nanofibril morphology). Investigation of this thin film under the same FTS coating showed 
only a few-fold increase in electrical conductivity (Figure 4.6). The observed low 
conductivity is consistent with the poor charge transport within the film material. Similar 
observation was previously obtained on the photoconductivity of TDTC film upon 
exposure to oxygen under UV irradiation, for which only slight enhancement of 




solution-based self-assembly) demonstrated three orders of magnitude increase in 
photocurrent under the same measurement conditions.  
In order to further characterize the surface morphology of the DTC nanofibers before 
and after FTS coating, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to image the nanofibril 
network deposited on the SiO2 substrate (Figure 4.7). Both the size and morphology of the 
nanofibers are consistent with the electronic microscopy imaging performed previously on 
the same nanofibers [26]. Vapor deposition of the FTS monolayer did not cause any 
morphology change of the nanofibril structure, indicating that the surface modification is 
noninvasive to the intermolecular arrangement within the nanofibers. As clearly shown in 
Figure 4.7 (d), the vapor transfer of FTS allowed for interstitial diffusion throughout the 
nanofibril network and surface deposition onto the bare SiO2 substrate. Separate 
investigations proved the effective surface deposition of FTS onto the SiO2 substrate. Such 
full surface coverage of FTS (on both nanofibers and SiO2 substrate in between) turned the 
whole sample surface highly hydrophobic, with a contact angle as large as 136° (Figure 
4.8). A highly hydrophobic surface prevents the condensation of humidity, thus helping 
increasing the robustness of the nanofibril materials. Previously, water was found to be 
detrimental to the electrical conductivity of conducting polymers modified with FTS, 
causing a more than 50% decrease in conductivity when exposed to saturated water vapour 
[24]. In contrast, the FTS-modified DTC nanofibers are sustainable even under saturated 
water vapor (23,000 ppm) at room temperature (Figure 4.9). This water resistance is 
conducive to development of the nanofibers into ambient sensors. 
When deposited on a substrate, the nanofibers form an intertwined network, possessing 




like porosity not only provides increased surface area for enhanced analyte adsorption, but 
also expedites the diffusion of guest molecules across the film matrix, leading to efficient 
air sampling of VOCs [17]. Since the surface modification of FTS does not change the 
global morphology of DTC nanofibers, we expected that the FTS-modified DTC 
nanofibers still possess the large porosity and wide interface as the bare nanofibers, which 
were previously proven efficient for trace vapor sensing of explosives through fluorescence 
quenching [26, 27]. The high dark conductivity obtained here for the FTS-modified DTC 
nanofibers would ease the use of these nanofibers directly as chemiresistor sensors, for 
which the high electrical current is conducive to the enhancement of signal-to-noise ratio. 
Compared to fluorescence sensors, which demand installation and alignment of both the 
excitation light source and photon detector, the chemiresistor sensor simply relies on 
electrical current modulation that can be performed with a micron-sized electrode pair, 
thereby facilitating miniaturization of the whole sensor system.  Unfortunately, most of the 
organic nanofiber chemiresistor sensors reported thus far still suffer from the low current, 
which causes hard to control fluctuation under ambient conditions due to the effect of 
oxygen [6, 25]. 
Figure 4.10 shows the electrical current measured over the FTS-modified DTC 
nanofibers in response to the diluted vapor of aniline. Aniline, with saturated vapor 
pressure of 880 ppm under ambient condition, represents one of the common organic 
amines that have been widely used in various industries. Successive exposure to 80 ppb 
aniline vapor resulted in a significant decrease in current. By measuring the current 
decrease under varying vapor concentrations of aniline and fitting the data with the 




0.38 ppb, for which we set the detectable current change as three times the standard 
deviation of the current measurement (1 nA) under our experimental condition.  This 
detection limit is about six orders of magnitude lower than the saturated vapor of aniline. 
Such high sensitivity of VOC detection is quite rare for chemiresistor based sensors. The 
high sensing sensitivity obtained for FTS-modified DTC nanofibers is largely due to the 
three-dimensional mesh network formed by the nanofibers in combination with the strong 
interfacial interaction between aniline and the nanofiber. While the former enhances the 
vapor sampling, the latter produces effective charge depletion from the nanofiber. The 
strong surface adsorption of aniline is also consistent with the fast sensor response as 
observed (i.e., as shown in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, and Figure 4.12), and the current 
decreases in the time scale of 2.8 sec upon exposure to aniline vapor. 
Though the detailed chemistry of the surface adsorption of aniline is not completely 
clear, it is most likely that aniline binds directly with FTS through charge transfer 
interaction, considering the strong electron donating capability of aniline, with HOMO of 
-5.6 eV [28]. The binding of aniline thereby decreases the electron affinity of FTS, which 
in turn weakens the charge separation with DTC. The overall result is that binding of aniline 
depletes the charge carriers (holes) of DTC nanofiber. The strong binding of aniline within 
the nanofibril network is also consistent with the fact that no sensor recovery was observed 
after removal of aniline vapor. Moreover, the nanofibril composite sensor also 
demonstrates high selectivity for amines by giving no response to other common organic 
solvents and reagents as shown in Figure 4.11. The same FTS- modified DTC nanofibers 
were also tested for vapor sensing against other organic amines (Table 4.1) following the 




nanofibers demonstrated significant conductivity modulation upon exposure to the diluted 
vapor of both aliphatic and aromatic amines (Table 4.1), indicating that the reported 
nanofiber composite functions as a general amine sensor, in the similar manner as the 
inorganic n-type semiconductor chemiresistors. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
High dark electrical conductivity was obtained for a p-type organic nanofibril material 
simply through a one-step surface coating (doping) of electron withdrawing molecules. 
The nanofibril composite thus fabricated has been proven robust under ambient conditions. 
The high conductivity, combined with the intrinsic large surface area of nanofibers, enables 
the development of chemiresistor sensors for trace vapor detection of amines, with 
detection limits down to the sub-ppb range. The reported work represents a simple 
approach to the fabrication of highly conductive nanofibril materials, which may find broad 
application in sensors and other electronic systems. 
 
4.5 Experimenal section 
4.5.1 Materials 
All solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without 
purification. Synthesis and purification of DTC and TDTC macrocyclic molecules 







4.5.2 Fabrication of nanofibers and devices 
Fabrication of nanofibers: 0.5 mL of 15 μM chloroform solution of DTC was injected 
rapidly into 5 mL ethanol in a test tube. Nanofibers were produced immediately through 
precipitation driven self-assembly. The suspension was then aged in the refrigerator for 24 
hours to achieve more uniform nanofibers. The nanofibers thus generated can be 
transferred onto the surface by the drop-casting method. Typically, after removing the 
excess solvent in the nanofiber suspension, 0.2 mL of such suspension was drop-casted 
onto a 5 mm × 5 mm glass substrate, followed by fast solvent evaporation in fume hood 
under ambient condition. The glass slide was first cleaned in acetone and isopropanol for 
3 min each in an ultrasonic bath and then cleaned with a piranha solution (70 vol% H2SO4: 
30 vol% 30% H2O2) for 20 min, followed by rinsing with deionized water and drying in 
air flow.  The glass supported nanofibers thus made are suited for microscopy, optical, and 
contact angle measurements. 
Preparation of thin-film of TDTC: 0.5 mL of 15 μM chloroform solution of TDTC was 
drop-casted onto a 5 mm × 5 mm silicon wafer covered with 300-nm thick SiO2, followed 
by fast solvent evaporation in fume hood. 
Surface coating of FTS was performed using a vapor deposition procedure (Figure 4.2) 
that was previously developed by others [23]. Briefly, the nanofibers predeposited on a 
substrate were placed in a vacuum chamber (volume ~25 cm3); a small container (volume 
~5 cm3) with a few drops of FTS were placed in a different chamber separate from the 
vacuum chamber by a three-way valve that was connected with a membrane pump (BUCHI 
V500P). The vacuum chamber was evacuated first to reach the maximal vacuum level. 




to start the vapor diffusion of FTS.  The vapor deposition process was completed in about 
5 hours.  
Single pair electrodes were fabricated on a highly doped p-type silicon wafer covered 
with 300-nm-thick thermal oxide film. Using the traditional photolithography and lift-off 
approach, 30-nm thick Au/Cr electrode pairs were patterned on the wafer with a gap of 5 
µm in width and 10 µm in length. Onto the electrode-pair thus fabricated, the nanofibers 
can be deposited by drop-casting, the same procedure as described above for the deposition 
on glass substrate.  This small volume drop-casting method produced devices that 
demonstrated quite good reproducibility (i.e., only slight variation in electrical current was 
observed between the different batches of devices) (Figure 4.5). 
 
4.5.3 Materials characterization 
Contact angle measurement was performed with a Dataphysics OCA15EC instrument. 
A water droplet with a volume between 1 to 3 µL was placed on the sample surface, 
followed by immediate image capturing to measure the static contact angle. Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) measurements were carried out on SiO2 substrates, which were cleaned 
with acetone. 
The electrical conductivity (chemiresistor) properties of nanofibers were characterized 
under ambient conditions using a Signatone S-1160 Probe Station combined with an 
Agilent 4156C Precision Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. The probe station was 
equipped with a Motic Microscope for positioning and a CCD camera for insitu imaging 
of the device. The current-time (I-V) curves were measured with a bias voltage of 30 V 




of vapor containing different concentrations of amine over the nanofibers. Diluted aniline 
vapor was obtained by mixing concentrated vapor with the appropriate volume of clean air 
in a sealed container. The concentration of the diluted vapor was determined by the volume 
ratio of the concentrated vapor and air.  Within the experimental vapor pressure range, this 
dilution method was proven effective for adjusting the aniline concentration [25].   
 
4.5.4 Langmuir  fitting  of  the  current  change  
versus vapor concentration of aniline 
As shown in Figure 4.13, we can get the current change (ΔI = I0 − I) from the current 
(I) versus time (s) curve. This method considers the slow drifting of the baseline. The data 
presented in this plot are from Figure 4.11 upon exposure to 8 ppm aniline. Using the same 
method, we can get the ΔI values for the case of exposure to 880 ppm (Figure 4.12) and 80 
ppb (Figure 4.10), and the results are summarized in Table 4.2.  
Assuming an equilibrium was reached upon exposure to aniline vapor (which is 
reasonable considering the strong surface binding of aniline), the data shown in Table 4.2 
should follow the Langmuir adsorption model. First, the surface adsorption of aniline (i.e., 




 𝑘 ∙ [aniline]
1 + 𝑘 ∙ [aniline]
 (4.1) 
 




The decrease in electrical current is proportional to the surface density of aniline 
molecules. Then, we have 
 
 ∆I/I0 =
𝑎 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ [aniline]




where a is a proportional constant. 
Fitting this equation with all the four data points in the table above gives the plot shown 
in Figure 4.14. 
However, considering the fact that the sensor was likely saturated under high vapor 
pressure of aniline (880 ppm, see Figure 4.12), which led to close to 100% decrease in 
current, we decided to fit the three data points in low vapor concentration range (as shown 
in Figure 4.15), which gives a = 0.35, 𝑘 = 23 with R2 = 1. 
The standard derivation of the electrical current measurements under vapor pressure of 
80 ppb (Figure 4.10), 8 ppm (Figure 4.11), and 880 ppm (Figure 4.12) was (on average) 
about 1 nA. If we set the threshold of detectable current change at a value three times the 
standard derivation, that is ∆I = 3 nA, the corresponding detection limit can be determined 
by using the above fitting (by setting I0 at a regular level of 1000 nA).  This gives a 
detection limit of aniline vapor at 0.38 ppb. 
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Figure 4.3 Molecular orbital energy levels of DTC, TDTC, and rubrene. Geometry 
optimization and energy calculations were performed with density-functional theory 
(B3LYP/6-311g**//B3LYP/6-31g*) using Gaussian 09 package. The direct electron 
transfer between the rubrene and FTS molecules has been proven in the previous 
literature with electron spin resonance experiments [23]. Since the HOMO levels of DTC 
are even slightly higher than rubrene, the direct electron transfer between DTC and FTS 
































Figure 4.4 Current-Voltage curve for bare, OTS, and FTS-coated DTC nanofibers. 
























Figure 4.5 Comparison of the conductivity of bare, OTS, and FTS-coated DTC nanofibers. 
The nanofibers were deposited onto the same electrodes as in Figure 4.4 using the same 
drop-casting method as described in the Experimental Section. For each case the nanofibers 
were deposited onto 3–5 electrodes and measured for the I-V curve as shown in Figure 4.4; 
the electrical current value measured under a bias voltage of 30 V was used for the 
conductivity comparison shown in this plot, for which the small error bar reflects the slight 










Figure 4.6 Current-Voltage curves for bare TDTC film and FTS-coated TDTC film.  
Thin films were deposited on a gold electrode pair with a gap of 5 μm and width of 10 μm. 
The conductivity of FTS-coated TDTC film showed only a few-fold increase compared 












































Figure 4.7 AFM images of DTC fibers before (a, c) and after (b, d) FTS coating. The scale 














Figure 4.8 Contact angle measurement of pristine and FTS-modified DTC nanofibers. FTS 
treatment increased the contact angle from 118° to 136°.  
  










Figure 4.9 Electrical current measured over the FTS-modified DTC nanofibers upon 
exposure to saturated water vapour (23000 ppm). Nanofibers were deposited on the same 
electrodes with a gap of 5 μm and width of 10 μm and measured under 30 V bias. As 
observed for the organic solvent vapor, exposure to high concentration water vapor causes 
a spike-like fluctuation of electrical current due to some nonspecific interfacial interaction, 
though the signal fluctuation was very fast (only 5 seconds) and completely reversible, 
which can be easily distinct from the response to aniline and other amines vapor. 
  



























Figure S. Electrical current measured over the FTS modified DTC nanofibers upon exposure to saturated 
water vapour (23000 ppm). Nanofibers were deposited n the same lectrodes with a gap of 5 μm and 





























Figure 4.10 Electrical current measured over the FTS-modified DTC nanofibers upon 
successive exposure to 80 ppb aniline vapor. Nanofibers were deposited on the same 














Figure 4.11 Selectivity test of FTS-modified DTC nanofibers sensor. Electrical current 
measured over the FTS-modified DTC nanofibers upon successive exposure to aniline and 
common organic solvent vapors (a): (1) air flow, (2) 410 ppm acetone, (3) 350 ppm 
chloroform, (4) 75 ppm toluene, (5) 350 ppm THF, (6) 150 ppm ethanol, (7) 260 ppm 
hexane, (8) 140 ppm nitromethane, and (9) 8 ppm aniline. The spike signals caused by 
acetone, chloroform, and THF are likely due to the nonspecific solvent effect (e.g., surface 
desorption of oxygen, commonly observed for other nanomaterial sensors), though this 
quick, reversible response (in time range of only 0.6 sec (b)) can be easily distinguished 
from the response of amines. The rapid recovery of the spike signal caused by the solvent 
vapor is consistent with the weak, nonspecific physical adsorption of the solvent molecules 
on the nanofiber, which can be desorbed quickly upon reexposure to clean air. In 
comparison, the electrical current response to aniline vapor was almost irreversible in the 
time course of experiment, which is apparently due to the strong binding between amine 




































































Figure 4.12 Electrical current measured over the FTS-modified DTC nanofibers upon 
exposure to the saturated vapor of aniline under ambient condition (880 ppm). Nanofibers 
were deposited on the electrodes with a gap of 5 μm and width of 10 μm and measured 
under 30 V bias. Under this high vapor pressure, the electrical current was apparently 
decreased to zero level, indicating that the sensor was saturated with the aniline vapor. 
  
 
















































Figure 4.13 A plot showing how to get the current change (ΔI = I 0 − I) from the current 











Figure 4.14 The Langmuir fitting between current change and analyst concentration. 
  
 
























Figure 4.15 Modified Langmuir fitting between current change and analyst concentration. 
  
 





















Names Vapor pressure Conductivity change 
Aliphatic 
Dodecylamine 18.4 ppm -25% 
Trihexylamine 7.5 ppm -10% 
Aromatic 
Triphenylamine 455 ppb -60% 
2,4,6-Tri-tert-
butylaniline 
65 ppb -30% 
4-Aminobiphenyl 1.1 ppm -30% 
4-Dodecylaniline 200 ppb -25% 
aniline 80 ppb  -25% 
 
Each amine was tested on a freshly made new device. Similar to the response to aniline, 
the nanofibers demonstrate significant conductivity modulation upon one-time exposure 
to diluted vapor of both aliphatic and aromatic amines, indicating that the reported 






















Table 4.2 Current change vs. vapor concentration of aniline at different concentration. 
 
vapor pressure of aniline Relative current change observed  




880 0.97  
(close to 100%, sensor likely saturated) 
 
  
Reprinted with permission from Tetrahedron Letters, 2010, 51, 6651–6653. Copyright 
(2010), with permission from Elsevier. 
CHAPTER 5  
 




A series of perylene tetracarboxylic monoimides substituted with cycloalkanes were 
synthesized through a one-step reaction between cycloalkyl amines and the parent perylene 
dianhydride. The reaction demonstrates high selectivity for the production of monoimides 
with no formation of diimides. The high reaction selectivity is primarily due to the 
insolubility of the monoimides in the reaction medium, which in turn causes rapid 
precipitation of the products, shifting the reaction equilibrium to the right. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
Perylene tetracarboxylic diimides (PTCDIs) represent a robust class of n-type organic 
semiconductor with high thermal- and photostability and have long been used in various 
optoelectronic materials and devices [1–4]. As evidenced in recent research, appropriate 
side-chain modification of PTCDIs facilitates one-dimensional (1D) cofacial stacking of 
the molecules, leading to formation of well-defined nanowires or nanobelts [4–7]. 
Compared to the traditional bulk-phase materials, these 1D nanostructures often 




charge transport [8–10], linear emission polarization [11, 12], and 1D enhanced exciton 
migration and the resulted amplification of emission quenching [13, 14]. Combination of 
these optoelectronic properties enables applications in vapor sensing of gaseous reagents 
through modulation of the emission intensity or electrical conductivity of the nanofibers 
[4, 15]. 
The synthesis of PTCDIs takes advantages of the fact that the two nitrogen positions at 
the imides of PTCDI are nodes in the π-orbital wavefunction [16], providing enormous 
options for modifying the structures of the two side-chains (but without significant altering 
of the electronic property of the PTCDI skeleton). To construct supramolecular structures 
of PTCDI containing multifunctional moieties (e.g., electron donor for charge separation, 
hydrophilic side-chain for enhanced layer-by-layer stacking), it is often demanded to make 
the monoimide as a precursor so as to synthesize the asymmetric PTCDIs with two 
different side-chain substitutions (Figure 5.1).  However, most of the monoimides have 
thus far been synthesized through partial hydrolysis of the symmetric PTCDI [17, 18], 
followed by extensive column purification (which could be extremely time-consuming and 
costly if the solubility of imides is limited). This prevents large scale production of the 
asymmetric PTCDIs for the necessary materials fabrication.  To overcome this bottleneck, 
it is critical to develop a synthetic protocol that allows for direct preparation of monoimides 
from the parent dianhydride compound (Figure 5.1). 
Herein we report on a one-step synthesis of highly pure cycloalkyl substituted 
monoimides without further purification (Figure 5.2).  Cycloalkanes represent a special 
class of side-chains that possess a crossed orientation with the perylene plane at about 90˚, 




hindrance caused by the cycloalkanes rings [12]. The rotated stacking enables strong 
fluorescence emission for the nanofibers thus fabricated from the molecules, though most 
of other PTCDIs demonstrate very weak emission due to the H-type interaction [3].  
 
5.3 Results and discussions 
Since the solubility of cycloalkyl monoimide in common organic solvents is very low, 
it is impossible to perform NMR characterization directly on the monoimide products 
obtained.  To improve the solubility, the as-prepared monoimides were reacted with 
excessive dodecylamine to convert to the asymmetric disubstituted PTCDIs (Figure 5.3), 
which turned to be sufficiently soluble in chloroform, allowing for 1H NMR 
characterization. As evidenced for all the three PTCDIs substituted with cyclopentyl, 
cyclohexyl, and cycloheptyl, the NMR spectra showed clean assignment to a single 
compound, which in turn indicated the high purity of the monoimide as prepared in Figure 
5.2. The straight, highly selective production of monoimides thus observed is largely due 
to its insolubility in the mixed solvent of ethanol/water, which causes rapid precipitation 
of the product out of the reaction medium.  Such precipitation-driven synthesis was 
previously employed in the preparation of macrocyclic conjugated molecules through 
cyclo-oligomerization [19, 20].   
To further prove the concept of precipitation-driven synthesis, we changed the reaction 
medium from ethanol/water mixture to other alcohol based solvents, where the cycloalkyl 
PTCDIs remain insoluble [12]. These solvents include pure ethanol, methanol, and their 
mixtures with water containing varying levels of water up to 60%.  As expected, the only 




corresponding monoimide.  Increasing the water content above 60% makes it difficult to 
dissolve the alkyl amines, thus significantly slowing the reaction process. 
The same reaction protocol was also tested for synthesizing other monoimides 
substituted with different side-chains such as dodecane (Figure 5.4). The reaction turned 
out not as selective as that performed with the cycloalkyl side-chains.  In the best case (14:6 
ethanol/water), the production yield of the dodecyl monoimide was only about 80%, with 
20% parallel production of the diimide. This less selective reaction is likely due to the 
increased solubility of dodecyl monoimide in alcohols.  Indeed, as previously observed in 
propanol/water mixture, the same reaction also produced diimide as impurity [21]. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
In summary, a series of perylene tetracarboxylic monoimides substituted with 
cycloalkyls were synthesized through a one-step reaction between cycloalkyl amines and 
the parent perylene dianhydride, which both are cheaply commercial available. The high 
selectivity thus obtained for the reaction is primarily due to the insolubility of the 
monoimides in the reaction medium, which in turn causes rapid precipitation of the 
products. This precipitation-driven synthesis may be extended to preparation of other 
perylene monoimides, for which selection of the appropriate reaction medium is the most 
critical for achieving the high purity of product. In general, an ideal reaction medium must 
possess minimal solubility (if not none) for the monoimides while still maintaining 






5.5 Experimental section 
In one typical reaction, perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (0.2 g, 0.51 
mmol), cyclohexylamine (0.5 mL, 4 mmol), and ethanol/water (20 mL, volume ratio of 
4:1) were mixed and heated at 70 oC for 6 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room 
temperature and acidified by adding 30 mL concentrated HCl (12 M) and 20 mL water. 
After stirring overnight, the resulted solid was collected by vacuum filtration through a 
0.45 µm membrane filter (Osmonics), followed by washing with methanol and water until 
the pH of washings turned to be neutral. The collected solid was dried in vacuum at 60 oC. 
The solid thus obtained was proven pure with no formation of the diimide, which has 
significant solubility in chloroform and can be spotted (if any) by alumina TLC 
(eluent:chloroform/methanol of 9:1). 
The asymmetric PTCDIs substituted with dodecyl and three different cycloalkyl groups 
were synthesized following the standard condensation method previously developed (see 
[4] and [17]). In a typical reaction, 193 mg (0.41 mmol) of the cyclohexyl substituted 
monoimide, 113 mg (0.61 mmol) of dodecylamine and 2 g of imidazole were heated at 120 
oC under argon for 4 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and dispersed 
into 10 mL ethanol, followed by addition of 25 mL of 2 M HCl. After stirring overnight, 
the resulting solid was collected by vacuum filtration through a 0.45 µm membrane filter 
(Osmonics). The red solid was then washed thoroughly with methanol and water until the 
pH of washings turned to be neutral. The collected solid was dried in vacuum at 60 oC. 
TLC: Rf (silica gel/CH3Cl:methanol 95:5) = 0.60. The purity and structure of the three 
asymmetric PTCDIs thus prepared (as shown in Figure 5.3) were confirmed by 1H NMR 




N-cyclopentyl-N’-dodecyl-perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide.  1HNMR 
(500 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 0.87 (t, 3 H, CH3), 1.24–2.28 (m, 28 H, 14 CH2), 4.11(t, 2 H, CH2), 
5.53 (t, 1 H, CH), 8.15 (m, 8 H, perylene). 
N-cyclohexyl-N’-dodecyl-perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide.  1HNMR (500 
MHz, CDCl3): δ = 0.87 (t, 3 H, CH3), 1.24–2.28 (m, 30 H, 15 CH2), 4.16(t, 2 H, CH2), 5.04 
(t, 1 H, CH), 8.44 (m, 8 H, perylene). 
N-cycloheptyl-N’-dodecyl-perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide.  1HNMR 
(500 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 0.87 (t, 3 H, CH3), 1.24–2.28 (m, 32 H, 16 CH2), 4.17(t, 2 H, CH2), 
5.20 (t, 1 H, CH), 8.50 (m, 8 H, perylene). 
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Figure 5.3 Substituting the monoimides with long alkyl side-chains to improve the 













Figure 5.4 One-step condensation with linear alkyl amines shows decreased selectivity 









The primary goal of this thesis project was to investigate the structure-property 
relationship in organic nanofibril heterojunction materials through 1) designing and 
synthesizing functional building block molecules, 2) self-assembling the molecules into 
well-defined nanofibers and fabricating nanofibril heterojunction through interfacial 
engineering (e.g., solvent or vapor processing), and 3) constructing optical and electrical 
devices employing the nanofibril heterojunction materials and testing the 
photoconductivity and sensor properties. 
In Chapter 1, a brief introduction of synthesis and application of one-dimensional 
heterojunction nanofibril materials are reviewed, especially on the relevant applications in 
photodetectors and vapor sensors. Also discussed in this chapter are the disadvantages of 
current nanofibril fabrication methods and the possible solutions for the fabrication 
problems. 
In Chapter 2, highly photoconductive organic nanofibril heterojunctions have been 
fabricated through simple interfacial engineering of the hydrophobic interaction between 
alkyl side-chains of D and A parts. Such nanofibril heterojunctions possess two prominent 




both create a wide D/A interface for increased charge separation and act as a long-range 
transport pathway for photogenerated charge carriers towards the electrodes; the other is 
that the alkyl groups modified at the A molecules not only enable effective surface 
adsorption of D molecules on the nanofibers for effective electron-transfer communication, 
but also spatially separate the photogenerated charge carriers to prevent their 
recombination. The reported approach represents a simple, adaptable method allowing for 
development and optimization of photoconductive organic nanomaterials. 
In Chapter 3, we further synthesized a series of electron donor molecules (D1–D4) that 
share the same π-conjugation core, but that were modified with different side groups. 
PTCDI fibers coated with such donor molecules showed a dramatically different 
photocurrent response. It was found that the nanofibers coated with homogeneously and 
molecularly distributed donor molecules (such as D4) exhibit the highest photocurrent, 
whereas those coated with segregated donor aggregates (such as D1–D3) show much lower 
photocurrent under the same illumination conditions. The aggregation of donor molecules 
on the surface of the PTCDI fibers may lead to the buildup of a local electrical field, which 
hinders the charge separation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs. The different 
morphologies of molecular aggregates were mostly the result of side group modification 
of the donor molecules. Such structural effect was more clearly manifested by investigating 
the structure and morphology change of the drop-casting films upon solvent vapor 
annealing. The findings presented provide new insight into the molecular structural effect 
on photoconductivity of organic semiconductor materials, particularly those based on 
donor-acceptor composites or interfaces, and open alternative ways to improve the 




In Chapter 4, we developed an alternative nanofibril heterojunction structure through 
vapor deposition process. High dark electrical conductivity was obtained for a p-type 
organic nanofibril material simply through a one-step surface coating (doping) of electron 
withdrawing (accepting) molecules. The nanofibril composite thus fabricated has been 
proven robust under ambient conditions. The high conductivity, combined with the 
intrinsic large surface area of nanofibers, enables the development of chemiresistor sensors 
for trace vapor detection of amines, with detection limits down to sub-ppb range. The 
reported work represents a simple approach to the fabrication of highly conductive 
nanofibril materials, which may find broad application in sensors and other electronic 
systems. 
In Chapter 5, a large-scale one-step synthetic method has been developed for perylene 
monoanhydride building block material. High yield reaction protocol laws were achieved. 
Traditional synthesis of these molecules requires two-step reactions, which are time 
consuming and with low yield. A series of perylene tetracarboxylic monoimides substituted 
with cycloalkyls were synthesized through a one-step reaction between cycloalkyl amines 
and the parent perylene dianhydride, which both are commercially available at low cost. 
The high selectivity thus obtained for the reaction is primarily due to the insolubility of the 
monoimides in the appropriately selected reaction medium, which in turn causes rapid 
precipitation of the products. This precipitation-driven synthesis may be extended to 
preparation of other perylene monoimides, for which selection of the appropriate reaction 
medium is the most critical for achieving the high purity of product. In general, an ideal 
reaction medium must possess minimal solubility (if not none) for the monoimides while 




way for large scale production of the monoimides, which are the precursor for making a 
variety of perylene based building block molecules. 
  
6.2 Suggestions for future plan 
For future research, further exploration of the structure-property relationship will be 
performed by extending onto other surface-coating materials. For example, poly (3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is widely used as a p-type material in organic solar cells due to its 
broad absorption and efficient charge transport property. PTCDI molecules can act as the 
n-type material in the solar cell, which have strong electron affinity and extensive 
absorption in the visible light region. A solar cell device that combines P3HT and PTCDI 
as their building block materials is expected to have promising photovoltaic performance. 
Recently, we have fabricated the shish-kebab-like p-n junction nanostructures of P3HT and 
PTCDI by using interfacial engineering process. The P3HT nanofiber branches off the 
PTCDI trunk normal to its long axis. Remarkably, these shish-kebab-like structures 
demonstrated unprecedentedly high photovoltages. A record-breaking 2.3 V open circuit 
voltage was obtained, which is much larger than the theoretical threshold value (1.2 V). 
The exceptional high open circuit voltage may be attributed to the presence of large 
numbers of charge carriers accumulated across the interface between P3HT and PTCDI 
[1]. More work is underway to further explore the mechanism of high open circuit voltage 
and improve material structure and morphology to increase the photoconversion efficiency.  
The vapor deposition method described in Chapter 4 can also be improved and adapted 
to fabricate n-type nanofibril heterojunctions. One proposal is to change the coating 




to form a uniform monolayer on the surface of PTCDI nanofiber through lateral self-
assembly. Such a monolayer-coated nanofibril heterojunction material has two possible 
advantages: 1) the amine part has a strong electron-donating capability, which can transfer 
electrons to the PTCDI part to increase the charge carrier density, 2) the terminal amine 
group can also form noncovalent bonds with analyte molecules, which have the potential 
to increase the sensor sensitivity and selectivity. Recently, it has been found that amine-
functionalized nanowire has extraordinary sensitivity toward vapor analytes [2, 3]. For 
example, TNT molecules can strongly bind to the surface of the nanowires through an acid-
base interaction with the amine group. Due to this enhanced interfacial binding, the sensor 
device can detect TNT with an unprecedented low concentration (subfemtomolar, < 10-15 
M). However, the matrix materials used in these studies are inorganic nanowire materials, 
for which the detection selectivity is limited due to the lack of specific interfacial 
interaction between analyte and sensor material. The amine-functionalized PTCDI 
nanofiber proposed herein will likely fill this technical gap by providing high selectivity 
while still maintaining the high sensitivity. 
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